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1.21.1 Introduction

Seismic waves have long been known to attenuate at
a rate greater than that predicted by geometrical
spreading of their wave fronts. Knopoff (1964)
pointed out more than four decades ago that much
of that attenuation must occur because of intrinsic
anelastic properties of the Earth. Were it not for that
fortunate circumstance, waves generated by all past
earthquakes, as noted by Knopoff, would still be
reverberating in the Earth today. Since it redistri-
butes rather than absorbs wave energy, scattering
would not have the same effect.

A commonly used measure of the efficiency of
wave propagation is the quality factor Q or its
inverse, the internal friction Q�QQ 1. The latter quantity
is most often defined by the expression:

Q – 1 ¼ �E=2�EmaxEE ½1�

where�E is the elastic energy lost per cycle and EmaxEE
is the maximum elastic energy contained in a cycle.
O’Connell and Budiansky (1978) proposed replacing
maximum energy by average stored energy in eqn[1],
a change that requires the integer 4 replace 2 in that
equation. That form of the definition permits writing
Q as the ratio of the real to imaginary part of the
complex elastic modulus. However, most seismo-
logists use eqn [1].

Because of its strong dependence on temperature,
partial melting and water content, mapping anelastic
attenuation in the Earth has the potential to provide
valuable information on Earth’s three-dimensional
(3-D) structure and dynamics, in complement to what
can be learned from mapping elastic velocities. A sig-
nificant challenge is to separate the effects of anelastic
(or intrinsic) attenuation from those of elastic scattering
and focusing due to propagation in elastic 3-D structure.

Practical aspects of seismic-wave attenuation
include the need to account for it when determining
earthquake magnitudes and when computing realistic
synthetic seismograms. In addition, seismologists
must know the attenuation structure in the Earth if
they wish to determine dispersion that is produced
by anelasticity (Jeffreys, 1967; Liu et al., 1976). Thell
principle of causality requires that such velocity dis-
persion accompany intrinsic attenuation (Lomnitz,
1957; Futterman, 1962; Strick, 1967).

The following sections present a review of our
current knowledge about seismic-wave attenuation
from earliest studies to the present. It is a rapidly
growing field for which measurements have only

recently become sufficiently numerous and reliable
to allow mapping at relatively small scales. It has
consistently been observed that measurement errors
are large, and it has recently become clear that sys-
tematic, rather than random, errors are the greatest
cause of concern in Q determinations.QQ

A major consideration is the frequency depen-
dence of Q. We thus begin by describing the state ofQQ
understanding of this issue. Next we discuss 1-D
models of Q: even now, only the average variationQQ
of Q with depth is reasonably constrained in the deepQQ
Earth. Following that, we will discuss regional varia-
tions of Q in the upper mantle and in the crust, for
which robust constraints are beginning to emerge.
Earlier reviews on this topic can be found in
Mitchell (1995) for the crust, Romanowicz (1998)
for the mantle and, most recently, Romanowicz and
Durek (2000) for the whole Earth.

1.21.2 Frequency Dependence of Q

Determinations available in the 1960s from seismic
observations and laboratory measurements suggested
that Q was only weakly dependent on frequency
(Knopoff, 1964). That conclusion, however, conflicted
with the frequency dependence known for single
relaxation mechanisms that exhibit rather narrowly
peaked spectra for Q�QQ 1 centered at a characteristic
frequency. Liu et al. (1976) reconciled those two obser-ll
vations by considering that, over the seismic frequency
band in the Earth, Q�QQ 1 consists of a superposition of
many thermally activated relaxation mechanisms for
which maxima occurred at different frequencies. That
superposition produces a continuous absorption band
with a nearly frequency-independent Q�QQ 1 distribution
in the seismic frequency band (Figure 1). The high-
and low-frequency limits of the absorption band are
described by relaxation times �1 and �2 and result in
the following expression for the absorption band
model (Kanamori and Anderson, 1977):

Q – 1ð Þ ¼! ð Þ2=� Q –QQ 1
mtan

– 1 2
� �
!ð Þ�1�� – �2�� =

� �
1þ !2�1�� �2�� ½2�

whereQ m represents the maximumwithin the absorp-
tion band. A more realistic distribution of relaxation
times yields a mild frequency dependence Q � !�

within the absorption band (Minster and Anderson,
1981; Mueller, 1986), and Q�QQ 1�!þ1 at the higher end
of the absorption band and Q�QQ 1�!�1 at the low end
(Minster and Anderson, 1981). Measurements of
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attenuation of multiple ScS phases (Sipkin and Jordan,
1979) and other body waves (e.g., Sacks, 1980;
Lundquist and Cormier, 1980; Der et al., 1982; Ulugll
and Berckhemer, 1984) have provided evidence that
the high frequency corner is located in the band
0.1–1Hz. A later model (Anderson and Given, 1982)
constructed to explain variations of Q for various
depths in the Earth from the comparison of surface
wave, free oscillation, and body-wave data, obtained a
single absorption band with QmQQ ¼ 80, �¼ 0.15, and a
width of five decades centered at different frequencies
for different depths in the mantle, with a shift of the
absorption band to longer periods at greater depth.
Such a model could satisfy many of the known values
of Q in the early 1980s. In particular, �¼ 0.15 is
compatible with a study of the damping of the
Chandler wobble (Smith and Dahlen, 1981).

Many years of body-wave studies have since con-
strained the frequency dependence Q � !� in the
body-wave band to have �� 0.1–1. Ulug and
Berckhemer (1984) used spectral ratios of S/S P
waves in the frequency range 0.04–1.5Hz and found
�� 0.25–0.6. This frequency range was extended to
6Hz by Cheng and Kennett (2002), who found
�� 0.2–1 in Australia. Flanagan and Wiens (1998)
found a factor of 2 difference in Q measured from
sS/S and pP/P phase pairs in the Lau backarc region,
implying a strong frequency dependence in the
1–10 s period range, and inferred �� 0.1–0.3.

Recently, Shito et al. (2004) used regional wave-ll
form data in western Pacific subduction zones to
estimate � from P–P spectral ratios in the frequency
range 0.08–8Hz and found a range of �� 0.1–0.4,
which is in agreement with laboratory studies for
solid olivine (e.g., Gueguen et al., 1989; Jackson,ll
2000) and seems to indicate that solid state processes
are the primary mechanism for observed attenuation.
Indeed, according to laboratory results, partial melt-
ing results in weak frequency dependence in a broad
frequency range (e.g., Jackson et al., 2004), which isll
inconsistent with these observations.

In order to reconcile teleseismic S–P differential
traveltimes measured by handpicking, on the one
hand, and by comparison of observed and synthetic
seismograms, on the other, Oki et al. (2000) found thatll
a frequency dependence with �� 0.04 needs to be
introduced in the reference PREM Q model
(Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981), a value much
smaller than in other studies.

At crustal depths, the frequency dependence of Q isQQ
usually described by the equation Q¼QQ QoQQ f �ff where QoQQ
is a reference frequency and � is the frequency depen-
dence parameter. For shear-wave Q (Q �), it appears
to be between about 0.0 and 1.0 and varies regionally,
with depth in the crust, and with frequency, as will be
described in more detail in a later section.

An important consequence of the frequency
dependence of Q in the Earth is the presence of
velocity dispersion due to attenuation. Velocity dis-
persion was first recognized to be important when
comparing global mantle elastic velocity models
based on free oscillation and body-wave traveltime
data centered at 1 s. A dispersion correction of
0.5–1.5% helped reconcile these models (Liu et al.,ll
1976; Kanamori and Anderson, 1977) and has been
applied systematically in global seismology (e.g.,
Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981), although
Montagner andKennett (1996) showed that attenuation
alone is insufficient to reconcile both types of data and
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Figure 1 (a) Internal friction (Q�1), (b) phase and group

velocity dispersion, and (c) attenuation coefficient as
functions of frequency. Reproduced from Liu HP, Anderson

DL, and Kanamori H (1976) Velocity dispersion due to

anelasticity: Implication for seismology and mantle
composition. Geophysical Journal of the Royal Astronomical

Society 47: 41–58,with permission fromBlackwell Publishing.
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suggested the need to perturb the density structure and
introduce radial anisotropy in different parts of the
mantle. In the presence of large lateral variations in Q
in the upper mantle, which could be in excess of 100%,
it is also necessary to account for velocity dispersion
when interpreting global tomographic models in the
light of other geophysical data, such as the geoid, as
illustrated by Romanowicz (1990) in the case of very
long wavelength structure. Karato (1993) estimated the
contribution of anelasticity to the calculation of partial
derivatives of elastic velocities with temperature, and
concluded that it should be important in the deep
mantle, as anelastic effects might dominate anharmonic
effects at high pressures, a conclusion confirmed by
Karato and Karki (2001), who used an improved
model for the calculation of anelastic effects, including
the nonlinear dependence of attenuation on
temperature.

In order to interpret seismologically-derived 1-D
and 3-D Q models in the Earth, it is necessary to
confront them with laboratory experiments, which
should provide constraints on: (1) the physical
mechanisms responsible for attenuation (i.e., grain
boundary or dislocation processes, (e.g., Jackson,
1993; Karato, 1998)) and the related frequency
dependence; (2) the dependence of Q on temperatureQQ
and pressure. Unfortunately, this has proven to be a
major challenge, particularly for the deep mantle,
due to the difficulties of reproducing in the labora-
tory both the high P and high T conditions, the low
frequency range of seismic observations, and the
location of the absorption band far from the fre-
quency range of ultrasonic experiments, preventing
ready extrapolation to seismic frequencies.

The variation of Q �Q with temperature can be
expressed as (e.g., Jackson, 1993; Karato, 1993):

Q – 1 ¼ A! –�expð Þ ½–�H=RT 3�
where H¼ E �þ PV � is the activation enthalpy,
which depends on pressure through the activation
volume V �, a quantity that is not precisely known.
One way to circumvent this is to parametrize this
expression in terms of homologous temperature
TmTT /T (e.g., Sato et al., 1989; Karato, 1993;ll
Cammarano et al., 2003):ll

Q – 1 ¼ A! –�exp gð Þ ½–�gTmTT =T 4�

where g is a dimensionless factor, which depends on
H, the melting temperatureHH TmTT and the gas constant
R. Such a parametrization removes the need for accu-
rate knowledge of the activation volume, and also

allows use of a simple scaling law to relate grain
size to frequency (Sato et al., 1989). The pressurell
dependence is folded into TmTT , which is easier to
measure in the laboratory.

Much progress in the measurement of attenuation
at seismically relevant frequencies has been achieved
in the last 15 years (e.g., Jackson, 1993; Karato and
Spetzler, 1990; Getting et al., 1997; Faulll et al., 2004).ll
Recently, reliable results for olivine have become
available at pressures and temperatures down to asth-
enospheric depths. These advances are described in
more detail in Chapter 2.17.

1.21.3 Early Studies

Although seismic-wave attenuation did not become a
popular area of research until the 1970s, the first
contributions appeared not long after global deploy-
ments of seismographs in the early 1900s. Here we
describe several important studies completed before
1970, which, in addition to providing the first esti-
mates of Q for several phases, provided the first
inklings of the difficulties associated with amplitude
measurements.

G. H. Angenheister, working in Gottingen,o
Germany, in 1906, reported the first known measure-
ments of the attenuation rate of a seismic wave.
Instruments at that time were still primitive and surface
waves consequently dominated most seismograms
recorded by Göttingen’s Wiecheo rt seismometers.
Angenheister (1906) used records from those instru-
ments to measure the amplitude decay of 20-s surface
waves for three different segments of the same great-
circle path and found the decay rate to be about
0.000 25 km�1. For group velocities near 3 km s�1

that rate corresponds to a Q value of about 200, a
value implying that the measured attenuation coeffi-
cient lies within the range of commonly measured
20-s values today. He later published what was prob-
ably the first report of regional variations of surface-
wave attenuation (Angenheister, 1921) in which he
found that the decay of surface-wave amplitudes
along oceanic paths was greater than that along con-
tinental paths. This result holds only for those cases
where attenuation over relatively low-Q oceanic
paths is compared to attenuation over high-Q con-
tinental paths (Mitchell, 1995).

B. Gutenberg also made some early determina-
tions of Q using surface waves. He determined a Q
value of 70 for Love waves at 100-s period
(Gutenberg, 1924), and a value of 200 for Rayleigh
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waves at 20-s period (Gutenberg, 1945b). The latter
value corresponds well with Angenheister’s earlier
measurement of Rayleigh-wave attenuation at that
period. Gutenberg also determined Q for body
phases, first finding a Q of 1300 for 4-s P and PKP
waves (Gutenberg, 1945a). He then measured Q for
three body-wave phases at different periods
(Gutenberg, 1958) finding Q’s of 2500 for P and PPQQ
at 2 s, and 400 for P and PP at 12 s. In the same study
he also measured Q for S waves finding values of 700QQ
at 12 s and 400 at 24 s. Press (1956) also determined Q
for S waves finding it to be 500 or less.

Evernden (1955) studied the arrival directions of
SV-, Rayleigh- and Love-wave phases using a tripar-VV
tite array in California and found that all of those
phases deviated from great-circle paths between the
events and the array. Although Evernden did not
address Q he brought attention to the fact that seis-
mic waves may deviate from a great-circle path
during propagation, a problem that continues, to
this day, to plague determinations of Q from ampli-
tude measurements.

The 1960s produced the first definitive evidence
for lateral variations of body-wave Q even over rela-QQ
tively small distances. Asada and Takano (1963), in a
study of the predominant periods of teleseismic
phases recorded in Japan, found that those periods
differed at two closely spaced stations and attributed
that to differences in crustal Q. Ichikawa and BashamQQ
(1965) and Utsu (1967), studied spectral amplitudes
at 0.5–3.0Hz frequencies and concluded that P-wave
absorption beneath a seismic station at Resolute,
Canada was greater than that beneath other stations
in northern Canada.

Tryggvason (1965) devised a least-squares method
for simultaneously obtaining Rayleigh-wave attenua-
tion coefficients and source amplitudes using several
stations located at varying distances from an explosive
source. Since he assumed the source radiation pattern
in this method to be circular he had no need to
determine that pattern or know the crustal velocity
structure. In the same year Anderson et al. (1965)ll
developed equations that allowed measured surface-
wave attenuation to be inverted for models of Q �QQ
variation with depth and applied it to long-period
surface waves that were sensitive to anelasticity at
upper mantle depths.

Sutton et al. (1967), studied radiation patterns forll
Pg and Lg phases recorded at several stations in the
United States and found that focusing and regional
attenuation differences affected both waves. They
concluded that the nature of the tectonic provinces

traversed by the waves was more important than
initial conditions at the source in determining the
observed radiation patterns.

1.21.4 1-D Global Mantle Q Models

Our knowledge of the 1-D Q structure of the Earth
comes primarily from two types of data: normal
modes/surface waves on the one hand, multiple ScS
on the other. As noted in a previous review of this
topic (Romanowicz and Durek, 2000), early studies
based on normal mode and surface-wave data
developed measurement and inversion methodolo-
gies and established the main features of the
variation of Q mQQ with depth (e.g., Anderson and
Archambeau, 1966; Kanamori, 1970; Roult, 1975;
Gilbert and Dziewonski, 1975; Jobert and Roult,
1976; Deschamps, 1977; Sailor and Dziewonski,
1978; Buland and Gilbert, 1978; Geller and Stein,
1978). These studies found that:

1. shear-wave attenuation is low in the lithosphere;
2. there is a high attenuation zone roughly corre-

sponding to the low-velocity zone generally
associated with the asthenosphere;

3. below 200 km depth, Q � increases with depth
with a sharp gradient across the transition zone;
and

4. Q �QQ is higher on average in the lower mantle than
in the upper mantle.

Nearly vertically traveling multiple ScS waves pro-
vided constraints on the average Q � in the whole
mantle (e.g., Kovach and Anderson, 1964; Yoshida
and Tsujiura, 1975) and confirmed the increase in
Q �Q in the mid-mantle. Studies of amplitude ratios of
body-wave phases interacting with the core–mantle
boundary (CMB) provided early evidence for a pos-
sible lower Q �Q zone at the base of the mantle (e.g.,
Kuster, 1972; Mitchell and Helmberger, 1973). To
accommodate both normal mode and body-wave
observations, Anderson and Hart (1976, 1978) pro-
posed a model with a Q �QQ maximum in the lower
mantle, a feature that has successively appeared and
disappeared in subsequent whole mantle models
based on normal mode and surface-wave data
(Masters and Gilbert, 1983; Smith and Masters,
1989; Giardini and Woodhouse, 1988; Li, 1990;
Okal and Jo, 2002; Widmer et al., 1991). Some bulkll
attenuation is necessary to simultaneously fit high Q
radial mode data and surface-wave data, and some
models such as SL8 (Anderson and Hart, 1978) and the
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widely used Preliminary Reference Earth Model
(PREM) (Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981) located it
in the inner core, while others preferred to place it in
the upper mantle (e.g., Sailor and Dziewonski, 1978),
and, more recently, in the asthenosphere (Durek and
Ekström, 1995).o

In the last decade, a problematic discrepancy has
emerged between the measurements of fundamental
mode Q RQQ obtained for spheroidal modes using a pro-
pagating wave approach (e.g., Dziewonski and Steim,
1982; Romanowicz, 1990, 1994a; Durek et al., 1993;ll
Durek and Ekström, 1996) and those using a stand-o
ing-wave approach (Smith andMasters, 1989;Widmer
et al., 1991; Roult and Clell véde, 2000). In the period
band 150–300 s, where measurements by the two
methods overlap, QRQQ estimates derived from stand-
ing-wave observations are systematically higher than
those derived from surface waves by about 15–20%,
which translates into higher Q �QQ in the transition zone
for models based on free oscillation data (Figure 2).
The cause of this discrepancy was first investigated by
Durek and Ekström (1997) who explored the influenceo
of realistic background noise on normal mode based
measurements, which require the use of long time
series. This issue is particularly relevant in the light
of the discovery of continuously excited background
free oscillations (e.g., Suda et al., 1998). Durek andll
Ekström (1997) considered several differento Q mea-
surement methods: one based on fitting of amplitude
or complex spectra, and another classical method
based on measuring the decay of the amplitude of a
given mode with time. While the background noise
does contribute to a bias toward higher Q values, if
measurements are done with care, the bias does not
exceed about 5–10%, failing to explain the larger
observed discrepancy. On the other hand, Masters
and Laske (1997) questioned the accuracy of surface-
wave Q measurements at very long periods, pointing
out the difficulty in finding an appropriate time win-
dow isolating the fundamental mode in the presence of
overlapping wave trains and overtones. A more recent
study by Roult and Clevéde (2000) confirms the
higher Q values obtained from mode-based measure-
ments (Figure 2). These authors carefully assessed
various factors contributing to the uncertainty in
mode Qmeasurements performed using the amplitudeQQ
decay method, in particular length of time windows
for the computation of spectra, and number of time
steps for amplitude measurements of individual
modes. They also considered the effect of lateral het-
erogeneity, which they modelled using a higher order
perturbation theory that includes multiple scattering

(e.g., Lognonné and Romanowicz, 1990). They con-

cluded that mode Q measurements are more reliable

than measurements based on great circle surface-wave

amplitude ratios, which they attribute to contamina-

tion by higher modes and to the relative deficiency in

low frequencies of the first arriving R1 train. We note

however that (1) their synthetic tests do indicate some

bias toward higher Q’s when lateral heterogeneity isQQ
added in the normal mode case; (2) their synthetic

tests only consider very smooth models of lateral

heterogeneity, for which scattering effects are very

weak; (3) the QL6 model of Durek and Ekstromo

(1996) was derived from travelling surface-wave data
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using a different method than tested by Roult and
Clevéde (2000): the method used was a time domain
(rather than spectral domain) method where the Q
model was derived by estimating the best transfer
function from one Rayleigh-wave train to the one
that travelled over an additional great circle path.
QL6 (Figures 2 and 3) not only fits surface-wave
data better than mode-based models such as QM1
(Widmer et al., 1991), but it also fits toroidal modell Q
data better than both QM1 and PREM (Dziewonski
and Anderson, 1981). Therefore, it seems that the
question of the mode/surface-wave discrepancy has
not been resolved yet. A recent study by Resovsky
et al. (2005) revisited the construction of a 1-Dll Q
model of the Earth using a forward modelling
approach based on the neighborhood algorithm, and
produced a family of acceptable models with robust
error estimates. Their mode data set was augmented
through recent measurements of the attenuation
of low angular order modes (e.g., Resovsky and
Ritzwoller, 1998; He and Tromp, 1996). They circum-
vented the mode/surface-wave discrepancy problem
by including in their data set both fundamental mode
surface-wave and spheroidal mode measurements in
the period range 150–300 s, and attributing a low
weight to these incompatible data. In some experi-
ments, they even excluded both of these data sets.
Their final family of models appears to be in good

agreement, on average, with the surface-wave-based
model QL6, in particular in the transition zone
(Figure 3). Resovsky et al. (2005) also revisit the ques-ll
tion of the location of bulk attenuation in the Earth
and find it negligible in the inner core and preferen-
tially located in the outer core and lower mantle.

While PREM and QL6 have constant Q �QQ in the
lower mantle, the Resovsky et al. (2005) study tenta-ll
tively includes three layers in the lower mantle and
confirms the presence of a Q � maximum in the mid-
lower mantle, as was found in earlier models (SL8,
Anderson and Hart; PAR2C, Okal and Jo (2002);
QM1, Widmer et al. (1991); Q7U15L, Durek andll
Ekström (1996), see the review by Romanowicz ando
Durek (2000)). What is perhaps not yet well con-
strained, is the precise location of this maximum.
Recently, Lawrence and Wysession (2006) devel-
oped a Q � model based on a large global data set of
differential ScS/S amplitude measurements, using a
niching genetic algorithm to fit the variations of these
amplitudes with distance. Because of the nature of
their data, their model (QLM9, Figure 3) is best
constrained in the lower mantle, so they chose to
fix the top 400 km of the mantle to the PREM
value. The resulting model also provides evidence
for the existence of a Q � maximum in the lower
mantle, in this case right above the D99 region.
However, the high Q values which they obtain in
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the transition zone are incompatible with fundamen-
tal mode spheroidal and toroidal data (Figure 2, top).
Replacing their upper mantle with that of QL6 solves
this problem (Figure 2, bottom), and little adjust-
ment is needed in the lower mantle to fit the ScS/S
amplitude data (Lawrence, personal communication).
A joint inversion of mode and ScS/S data sets is
underway, and may, in particular, provide some con-
straints on the frequency dependence of Q, as well asQQ
shed further light on the surface-wave/mode discre-
pancy for fundamental modes.

New constraints on average shear and bulk
attenuation in the Earth and the core may be forth-
coming owing to the high quality digital data set
assembled in the last 16 years on the global broad-
band seismic network, and owing to the occurrence
of several very large earthquakes, especially the great
Sumatra earthquake of 26 Dec 2004. These data are
providing an opportunity to revisit the Q’s of theQQ
gravest modes of the Earth, in particular the radial
mode 0S0SS , and for the first time, measure the Q of
individual singlets of modes such as 0S2SS or 2S1 (e.g.,
Rosat et al., 2005; Roultll et al., 2006).ll

1.21.5 Q in the Core

1.21.5.1 The Outer Core

In the liquid outer core, Q is very high, and generallyQQ
well approximated by Q ��1, to fit both free oscil-
lation and body-wave data. Finite Q � is, however,
required to explain some free oscillation data in the
outer core, but the depth range where it is located is
still the subject of debate (Anderson and Given, 1982;
Widmer et al., 1991; Durek and Ekstroll m, 1996;o
Resovsky et al., 2005) and, in general, the upperll
mantle and/or the inner core are preferred locations
for finite Q�QQ . Likewise, while some evidence for finite
Q�QQ from short period core phases has been suggested,
it is not clear that it is resolvable (Cormier and
Richards, 1976).

1.21.5.2 Attenuation in the Inner Core

Attenuation in the inner core is investigated using
inner core sensitive modes, as well as spectral ampli-
tude ratios of different core phases. Topics that have
been the subject of recent work include

• the comapatibility of normal mode and body-
wave measurements, and implications for the fre-
quency dependence of Q in the inner core;QQ

• variations with depth;

• anisotropy; and

• hemispherical variations at the top of the inner
core.

From early on, measurements of amplitude ratios of
PKP(DF) (sampling the inner core) and PKP(BC)
(sampling the outer core) constrained Q � in the top
500 km of the inner core to be in the range 200–600
(e.g., Sacks, 1969; Doornbos, 1974; Bolt, 1977; Cormier,
1981; Doornbos, 1983; Choy and Cormier, 1983; Niazi
and Johnson, 1992; Bhattacharyya et al., 1993; Song andll
Helmberger, 1993; Tseng et al., 2001; Ivanll et al., 2005)ll
and most studies have suggested an increase of Q �

with depth. Others have suggested that Q � is constant
with depth (e.g., Niazi and Johnson, 1992;
Bhattacharyya et al., 1993). In these studies, the sam-ll
pling depth range was limited by the narrow distance
range in which the phase PKP(BC) is observed.
Extending the depth range sampled by previous stu-
dies to 600 km by including diffracted PKP(BC)
phases, Souriau and Roudil (1995) proposed a two-
layered model with Q �� 200 in the topmost 100 km
of the inner core, and Q �QQ � 440 below. Cormier et al.ll
(1998) designed a new approach that allowed them to
investigate the variation of Q � deeper in the inner
core, by comparing observed and synthetic PKIKP
waveforms in the distance range 150–180� . The syn-
thetic waveforms are built using the source time
history of each earthquake, determined from the ana-
lysis of P waveforms, and include the effects of mantle
attenuation. In a recent improved implementation of
this method, which takes into account surface reflec-
tions and reverberations near the source, Li and
Cormier (2002) obtained a mean for the inner core
of Q �QQ 307� 90 and much stronger attenuation in the
top 300 km of the inner core. Testing the hypothesis of
an innermost inner core, Cormier and Stroujkova
(2006) found a rapid change in the magnitude and
variance of seismic attenuation of PKIKP in the mid-
dle of the inner core, in the interval 400–600 km in
Earth radius (Figure 4).

Normal modes primarily provide constraints on
Q�QQ , and Q�QQ and Q � are related through (Anderson
and Hart (1978)):

Q �
– 1 ¼ 4

3
ðVSVV =VPVV Þ2Q �

– 1 þ
� �
1 –

4

3
ðVSVV =VPVV Þ2 Q – 1

� ½5�

If there was no significant attenuation in bulk,
and no frequency dependence, the inferred Q�QQ from
body-wave studies would be on the order of � 40.
Confronting this value with measurements based on
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inner core sensitive normal mode data has resulted in
some puzzles. Early normal mode studies found very
large values of Q �QQ (1500–3500) based on the measure-
ment of attenuation of spheroidal core modes (Buland
and Gilbert, 1978; Masters and Gilbert, 1981) whereas
most more recent models have much lower Q �QQ , such
as PREM (Q �Q ¼ 85 (Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981),
or QM1 (Q �QQ ¼ 110, (Widmer et al., 1991)), which isll
also compatible with measurements of Giardini and
Woodhouse (1988). On the other hand, applying the
Sompi method (Kumazawa et al., 1990), Suda andll
Fukao (1990) measured Q �QQ of modes sensitive to
shear in the top part of the inner core and found
very large values and an increase with depth, with
Q �QQ ¼ 1500 in the top 200 km andQ �QQ ¼3800 at greater
depth. However, their identification of modes has been
questioned and, recently, Andrews et al. (2006) havell
shown that measurements of inner core Q �QQ could be
biased by neglecting mode coupling. Through the
comparison of observations and synthetic predictions
including mode coupling effects, these authors found
that models with very high Q �QQ are incompatible with
the observations, which favor moderate values of
Q �QQ � 80–100. While such moderate values are now
established in the top part of the inner core, where
normal modes concentrate their sensitivity, a recent
observation of PKJKP, which samples deep into the
inner core (Cao et al., 2005), has provided the oppor-ll
tunity to estimate the average Q �QQ in the inner core,
which was found to be >150 (Cao, 2005), and which

would imply an increase with depth, like that for Q �.
This result, however, needs to be confirmed by addi-
tional observations of PKJKP.

Even the lowest proposed values for Q �Q currently
favored are incompatible with the Q � results, unless
one invokes either: (1) significant bulk attenuation in
the inner core or, (2) significant frequency dependence
of Q or, (3) a significant scattering component. The
rather low value for Q �QQ found is compatible with the
existence of a mushy zone in the top part of the inner
core, whose presence is related to the process of soli-
dification of iron alloy (Loper and Roberts, 1981;
Fearn et al., 1981; Loper and Fean, 1983) involving all
solid matrix and fluid inclusions. This would result
primarily in compressional attenuation and could
explain some of the observations of seismic anisotropy
in the inner core (e.g., Singh et al., 2000). Bowers (2000)ll
cautioned that the large scatter observed in Q � mea-
surements from PKP amplitude ratios could be due to
the effects of lateral variations in structure near the
CMB, and in particular the presence of ultralow velo-
city zones. On the other hand, Krasnoshchekov et al.ll
(2005) suggested that variability in the amplitudes of
inner core boundary (ICB) reflected PKiKP phases
could be due to a mosaic of partially molten patches
of scale length 10–100 km.

1.21.5.2.1 Hemispherical variations

Another observation in favor of the presence of a
mushy transition zone at the top of the inner core is
that of hemispherical differences, first observed in
elastic velocity using differential traveltime measure-
ments of the pair of phases PKiKP, postcritically
reflected at the ICB and PKIKP, which, in the dis-
tance range 120–144� samples the top�100 km of the
inner core (Tanaka and Hamaguchi, 1997; Creager,
1999; Niu and Wen, 2001; Garcia, 2002). These
phases have almost the same ray paths in the mantle
and in the outer core, so the differences in traveltimes
and amplitudes can be attributed to the vicinity of the
ICB. Indeed, in a study covering the epicentral dis-
tance range 131–141�, the faster eastern hemisphere
(40� E to 180� E was also found to have lower Q thanQQ
the slower western hemisphere (Wen and Niu, 2002).
In order to better constrain the depth dependence of
the hemispherical variations in Q, Cao andQQ
Romanowicz (2004) extended the epicentral distance
range to 144�, and found large differences in Q �,
with Q �� 335 in the western hemisphere and
�160 in the eastern hemisphere, which they inter-
preted as resulting from small lateral temperature
variations at the top of the inner core. Such
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temperature variations could be imposed on the
inner core by heterogeneities at the CMB (e.g.,
Sumita and Olson, 1999) and would influence the
connectivity of fluid inclusions in the mushy zone.
Below about 85 km depth the hemispherical differ-
ences appeared to wane. However, several studies
found evidence for persisting differences at greater
depth. Oreshin and Vinnik (2004) measured spectral
ratios of PKP(DF) and either PKP(AB) or PKP(BC)
in the distance range 150–170� and found differences
in Q between the hemispheres to a distance of 155� .
Yu and Wen (2006) combined observations of
PKiKP/PKIKP in the distance range 120–141� and
PKP(BC)/PKIKP in the distance range 146–160�,
along equatorial paths and proposed that they could
resolve hemispherical differences in Q down to at
least 200 km (Figure 5). However, in the distance
range 149–155�, PKP(BC) interferes with PKiKP,
causing large scatter in the data. On the other hand,
Li and Cormier (2002) did not find evidence for such
hemispherical variations in the deeper inner core
using PKIKP data at larger distances.

1.21.5.2.2 Anisotropic attenuation

The presence of velocity anisotropy is well documen-
ted for the inner core (e.g., Morelli et al., 1986;ll
Woodhouse and Wong, 1986; Creager, 1992; Shearer,
1994; Vinnik et al., 1994; Su and Dziewonski, 1990).ll
Theoretical studies indicate that anisotropy in attenua-
tion should accompany anisotropy in velocity, and
several authors have noted the stronger attenuation of
PKP(DF) phases travelling along polar paths (Creager,
1992; Song and Helmberger, 1993). Souriau and
Romanowicz (1996) examined a carefully selected
data set of PKP(DF)/PKP(BC) amplitude ratios for
paths whose turning points were located under western
Africa, and for which good azimuthal coverage was
available. They found a significant correlation between
high attenuation and high velocity and inferred that the
origin of anisotropy in the top half of the inner core
must be due to the orientation of iron crystals, which
would produce this type of correlation (Carcione and
Cavallini, 1995) rather than fluid inclusions, which
would result in correlation of high velocity with low
attenuation (Peacock and Hudson, 1990). These results
were subsequently extended to a global data set
(Souriau and Romanowicz, 1997) and to antipodal
paths (Cormier et al., 1998). The latter result was con-ll
firmed by Li and Cormier (2002) who suggested that
anisotropy in attenuation also varies with depth. As will
be seen below, these authors’ preferred interpretation
involves scattering. Oreshin and Vinnik (2004)

confirmed the correlation of anisotropy in attenuation
with that in velocity, which, however, may not be
present at high latitudes (Helffrich et al. (2002)).ll

1.21.5.2.3 Causes for attenuation in

the inner core

In a series of papers, Cormier and collaborators
recently explored two different interpretations for
the attenuation in the inner core, invoking a viscoe-
lastic and scattering mechanism, respectively
(Cormier et al., 1998; Li and Cormier, 2002; Cormierll
and Li, 2002). In the viscoelastic interpretation, they
considered the absorption band model of Cormier and
Richards (1988) and, through a parameter search
approach, sought to constrain the low frequency cor-
ner �1�� , as well as the peak attenuation QmQQ

– 1 and the
attenuation at 1Hz (Li and Cormier, 2002). While
constraining �1�� turned out to be problematic, they
found that the data are consistent with frequency
dependent attenuation in the inner core and weak
velocity dispersion in the seismic body-wave band.
The existence of scattering, at least at the top of the
inner core, was clearly documented by Vidale and
Earle (2000) through the modeling of PKiKP coda.
In the scattering interpretation, Cormier and Li (2002)
investigated a model of inner core attenuation due to
forward scattering by 3-D fabric caused by solidifica-
tion texturing, which could also be responsible for the
observed depth-dependent inner core anisotropy.
They found a mean scale length of heterogeneity of
9.8� 2.4 km and a mean velocity perturbation of
8.4� 1.8%. They confirmed the depth dependence
found in the viscoelastic interpretation, but with a
sharper transition between the highly attenuating
upper part of the inner core and the lower attenuating
center (e.g., Figure 5). They suggested that scattering
plays a dominant role in attenuating inner core traver-
sing phases in the frequency band 0.02–2Hz, as it can
also explain elastic and anelastic anisotropy and their
depth dependence and helps reconcile the body wave
and normal mode Q measurements.QQ

1.21.6 Global 3-D Attenuation
Structure in the Upper Mantle

1.21.6.1 Normal Modes and Long Period
Surface Waves

1.21.6.1.1 Early studies

In the 1970s, after the occurrence of the 1960
Great Chile Earthquake (Mw 9.6), and with the accu-
mulation of data from the World-Wide Standardized
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Seismographic Network (WWSSN) network, measure-

ments of long-period surface-wave attenuation, then
based on relatively few records, showed large disagree-

ments (e.g., Ben-Menahem, 1965; Smith, 1972;Mills and
Hales, 1978; Jobert and Roult, 1976). At that time it was

realized that: (1) elastic effects were important in limit-
ing the accuracy of Q measurements; (2) anelastic

attenuation caused frequency dependence of elastic
velocities, which needed to be taken into account

(Luh, 1974; Randall, 1976; Liu et al., 1976; Akopyanll
et al., 1976; Kanamori and Anderson, 1977); and (3)ll
large systematic lateral variations existed, correlated

with those of phase velocities and suggesting significant
differences in attenuation under different tectonic

regions, with low attenuation under shields and high
attenuation under oceans and tectonically active

provinces (e.g., Nakanishi, 1978, 1979b, 1981; Lee and

Solomon, 1979; Roult, 1982; Dziewonski and Steim,

1982).
While most upper mantle 3-D Qmodels up to now,QQ

as we will discuss below, have been on surface wave-

form or amplitude data, several authors attempted to

measure lateral variations inQ from normal mode data,QQ
which in principle should provide sensitivity at greater

depths in themantle. Because themode amplitude data

set is very contaminated by elastic effects (e.g., Smith

and Masters, 1989) it was possible to recover only the

longest wavelengths in the even degree structure

(Romanowicz et al., 1987; Roultll et al., 1984; Sudall et al.,ll
1991). The most important result of these early studies

is the presence of a long wavelength, degree two,

structure in Q � in the transition zone, shifted toward
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thewestwith respect to the degree two in the shallower
mantle, with lowest Q centered in the central Pacific
Ocean and under Africa.

1.21.6.1.2 Anelasticity and focusing
One of the main issues limiting resolution in
global mantle attenuation tomography is the
contamination of amplitudes by elastic focusing effects.
Numerous cases of such contamination in Earth cir-
cling mantle waves have been reported. For example,
for moderate size earthquakes, for which the effect of
source directivity can be ruled out, one expects
successive Rayleigh-wave trains to gradually decrease
in amplitude, due to the effects of attenuation and
geometrical spreading. However, it is sometimes
observed that an Rnþ1 train has larger amplitude than
Rn, where n is the orbit number of the Rayleigh wave
(e.g., Lay and Kanamori, 1985; Romanowicz, 1987,
2002), and such observations can be qualitatively
reproduced by including focusing effects in synthetic
seismograms obtained by normal mode summation
(e.g., Romanowicz, 1987). Also in the frequency
domain, long-period surface-wave amplitude spectra
are often irregular, with many ‘holes’ that cannot be
attributed to intrinsic attenuation or source effects (e.g.,
Romanowicz, 1994a).

To first order, in the framework of single scattering
and in the high frequency approximation, analytical
expressions have been obtained for the focusing effect,
both in a propagating wave formalism (Woodhouse
and Wong, 1986) and in a normal mode asymptotic
formalism (Romanowicz, 1987; Park, 1987). Using
asymptotic approximations in the framework of nor-
mal mode theory, it was shown that focusing effects
depend on the transverse gradients of elastic structure,
as expressed in terms of phase velocity perturbations
in the case of propagating waves, and of local fre-
quency perturbations, in the case of normal modes.
The expressions obtained in both approaches are
equivalent (Romanowicz, 1987). In the propagating
surface-wave case and in the frequency domain,

ln �AF ð!Þ ¼ 1

2
cosec�

Z �

0

ZZ
½sinð� –	Þ sin 	q2
 – cosð� – 2	Þq	� �c

c0cc
ð!Þd	 ½6�

where � is epicentral distance, 	 is the angular dis-
tance along the source-station great circle path, �c=c0cc
is the relative perturbation in phase velocity along
the path, and �A�� F ð!Þ is the contribution to the ampli-
tude at frequency ! due to focusing.

In the standing-wave case and time domain, for an
isotropic source:

�FKF ð�Þ ¼ a�

U
ðD̂K – D̃K

2k
þ cot�

8k
ð�!̂ – �!̃ÞÞ ½7�

where F ¼ ð1þ �FKF ð�ÞÞ is the perturbation to the
time domain amplitude of the seismogram for multi-
plet K ; �!̂ and �!̃ are the perturbations to the great
circle average and minor are average local frequen-
cies, respectively, k ¼ l þ 1=2 where l is the angular
order of the mode, and we have defined

D̃ ¼ 1

�

Z �

0

ZZ
qT ð�!K ðsÞÞds

D̂ ¼ 1

�

Z 2�

0

ZZ
qT ð�!K ðsÞÞds

½8�

where qT denotes the second transverse derivative
along the great circle path, which reduces to the
integrand in eqn [6]. Accounting for the radiation
pattern in eqns [7] is equivalent to using eqns [6]
together with ray tracing.

Because the focusing effects are so strongly depen-
dent on the transverse gradients of the elastic structure,
and because those are not generally well constrained,
compounded by the fact that these expressions are
approximate and valid only to first order, it has been a
difficult challenge, for the last decade, to properly
account for focusing effects in surface-wave attenuation
tomography. Indeed, if the correctionsmade on the basis
of an existing elastic model are inaccurate, they can
potentially introduce more biases than they can correct.

Noting that focusing effects and attenuation behave
very differently as Rayleigh waves circle around the
Earth, with the sign of attenuation always the same,
while focusing/defocusing depends on the direction of
propagation along the great circle, Romanowicz
(1990) and Durek et al. (1993) showed that, by usingll
four consecutive Rayleigh-wave trains, one can elim-
inate, at least in the first order approximation, the
effect of focusing, as well as uncertainties in the source
amplitude. This resulted in the first, low degree, even
degree global tomographic models of attenuation in
the upper mantle which confirmed the existence of a
strong degree 2 in attenuation, as first suggested in
studies based on normal modes. These models showed
that attenuation in the uppermost mantle was corre-
lated with seismic velocities, at least at the longest
wavelengths (�4000 km). There are two drawbacks
to this approach: first, only even degree structure can
be retrieved in this fashion, as only great-circle aver-
age attenuation can be measured. Second, elastic
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effects become increasingly more pronounced as dis-

tance increases, and the first order approximation is

not suitable for higher orbit trains, leading to a

decrease in the ability to retrieve the intrinsic attenua-

tion signal. Moreover, higher orbit trains are more

dispersed, limiting the frequency range in which

Rayleigh waves of consecutive trains do not interfere

with each other and/or with overtones.
In order to be able to retrieve odd degree structure

while not explicitly correcting for unknown focusing

effects, and avoiding the drawbacks of using multiple

orbit wave trains, a different approach was proposed by

Romanowicz (1995), using three consecutive Rayleigh

wave trains (R1, R2, R3). She noted that the R1 and R2

trains are the least contaminated by focusing effects.

However, their amplitudes also depend on uncertain-

ties in the source amplitude. The source amplitude

shift varies slowly with frequency, and can be estimated

by comparing the overall level of the amplitude spec-

trum computed in two different fashions: (1) directly

from R1 (or R2) and (2) using a linear combination of

R1, R2, and R3. Romanowicz (1994a) measured

attenuation coefficients on R1 and R2 wave trains,

correcting for the source shift using the reference pro-

vided by the R1, R2, R3 combination. This, combined

with a rigorous data selection in which all R1 and R2

amplitude spectra that were not smoothly varying with

frequency were rejected, led to the first low degree

(equivalent to about degree 5) tomographic model of

upper mantle shear attenuation, QR19 (Romanowicz,

1995). Even though this first model had very low reso-

lution, it confirmed the correlation of lateral variations

of QwithQQ VSVV in the top 250 km of the upper mantle, and

a shift to a different pattern in the transition zone,

dominated by low Q in the central Pacific and Africa,

and correlated with hotspots. Romanowicz (1994b)

showed that, in the transition zone, at least at the long-

est wavelengths, anelastic attenuation correlated with

the hotspot distribution, whereas the velocity structure

correlates better with the slab distribution, consistent

with expectations that Q is more sensitive to high

temperature regions. The desensitizing approach

used, however, limited the lateral resolution of the

model obtained, since a relatively small number of

paths qualified for inclusion in the inversion.
The applicability of the linear asymptotic approx-

imation to the computation of focusing (eqns [6]–[9])

has been tested by Selby and Woodhouse (2000) on a

large data set of Rayleigh-wave amplitudes on minor

and major arcs, in the period range 73–171 s. These

authors derived maps of lateral variations of qRqq ð!Þ ¼

QRQQ
–QQ 1ð!Þ at different frequencies, assuming that the

amplitude of a fundamental mode Rayleigh wave
observed at distance � and angular frequency ! can

be written as:

Að!; �Þ ¼ A0ð!Þð1þ Fð!ÞÞexp½ –!a��qRqq ð!Þ�=2U0UU ð!Þ
½9�

where U0UU is group velocity, a is the radius of the earth,
A0(!) is source term, and �qR(!) is the average Rayleigh-
wave attenuation along the source station path:

�qRqq ð!Þ ¼ 1

�

Z �

0

ZZ
qRqq ð!; 
; 	Þds ½10�

F(FF !) represents the effect of focusing, which can be
calculated from a reference elastic 3-D model using
expression [6]. Selby and Woodhouse (2000) com-
pared the maps obtained by: (1) inverting the

observed amplitude data set for lateral variations in
qRqq without correcting for focusing, (2) inverting syn-
thetic maps of apparent attenuation obtained by

assuming the amplitudes are only affected by focusing
and using the elastic phase velocity model of Trampert
andWoodhouse (1995), and (3) inverting the observed

amplitude data set for qRqq after correcting for focusing.
In these experiments, a degree 20 model of 3-D appar-

ent attenuation was obtained. They concluded that at
the longer periods (e.g., 146 s), the apparent attenua-
tion maps obtained in (2) were not significantly

correlated with those obtained in (1), indicating that
the amplitude signal is not severely affected by focus-
ing, whereas at the shorter periods (e.g., 73 s), the

correlation is stronger. This implies not only that the
shorter period data need to be corrected for focusing
before inferring lateral variations in intrinsic attenua-

tion, but that the predictions from existing elastic
models using the approximate focusing theory were
perhaps of practical use, even though these focusing

terms depend strongly on the poorly constrained trans-
verse gradients of the elastic structure. Also, Selby and
Woodhouse (2000) found that low degree attenuation

structure (up to degree 8 in a spherical harmonics
expansion) is not significantly affected by focusing in
the entire period range considered. In a subsequent

study, they inverted the maps of qRqq (!) with and with-
out corrections for focusing to obtain a series of models

of lateral variations of attenuation in the upper mantle
up to degree 8 (Selby and Woodhouse, 2002). In the
latter study, they also considered the effect of uncer-

tainties in the source term, and found that a frequency
dependent correction factor is necessary to combine
the qRqq (!) maps into a successful depth dependent
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model of attenuation. They concluded that the details
of focusing and source corrections did not affect the
robustness of their models up to degree 8, but would be
more important at shorter wavelengths.

1.21.6.1.3 Current status

An important result of the Selby and Woodhouse stu-
dies was the confirmation that surface-wave amplitudes
contained information not only on anelastic structure
but also on elastic structure, that could be exploited, as
already suggested by Woodhouse and Wong (1986)
and Wong (1989). At about the same time, Billien and
Lévêque (2000) made the first attempt at inverting
simultaneously Rayleigh-wave amplitude and phase
data, for maps of phase velocity and qRqq between
40–150 s. The effects of focusing were included using
eqn [6] which allowed them to consider shorter peri-
ods and shorter wavelengths. The maps obtained at
short periods indicate significant correlation between
phase velocity and attenuation, and therefore tec-
tonics, and the even degree part (degrees 2, 4, 6) of
their longer period maps are compatible with those of
other studies. However, their odd degree part is domi-
nated by degree 5, a feature not found in other studies.

In a recent study, Dalton and Ekstrom (2006a,o
2006b) considered a large global data set of Rayleigh-
wave amplitudes in the period range 50–250 s. They
inverted this data set, simultaneously, for maps of lateral
variations in phase velocity up to spherical harmonics
degree 20, attenuation, up to degree 12, as well as
source and receiver correction factors. As in previous
studies, the focusing effect is also included using expres-
sion [6]. A notable result of their study is the high
quality phase velocity maps that they were able to
obtain by using only the amplitude constraints in their
inversion (Dalton and Ekström, 2006b). Inclusion of theo
source and receiver correction factors was also found to
improve the attenuation mapping. They constructed
maps of Rayleigh-wave attenuation at different periods,
and also found a good correlation of the Q distributionQQ
with tectonics for periods sensitive to the first 250 km of
the upper mantle (Dalton and Ekstrom, 2006a).o

The studies described so far considered only fun-
damental mode surface waves which, in practice,
limits the resolution in depth to the top 300–400 km
of the upper mantle, even though some attempts at
interpreting deeper structure were shown. These stu-
dies also used a two-step approach, and often only the
results of the first step, inverting for maps of lateral
variations of qRqq (!) at different periods, were presented
(e.g., Romanowicz, 1990; Billien and Levêque, 2000;
Dalton and Ekström, 2006a). The more recent 3-Do

attenuation models include both even and odd terms

of lateral heterogeneity in Q �Q (Romanowicz, 1995;

Selby and Woodhouse, 2002), or in QRQQ (Dalton and

Ekström, 2006a).o Figure 6 compares maps of Q at a
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Figure 6 Comparison of global Qmodels in the uppermost

mantle. (a) QRLW8 model (Gung and Romanowicz, 2004)

from inversion of three component surface wave and

overtone waveform data, presented is Q� at a depth of
160km. (b) Map at 150 s of the Rayleigh wave Q model of

Dalton and Ekström (2006a). (c) Averageo Q� in the depth

range 0–250km from Selby and Woodhouse (2002), also

from Rayleigh waves. (d) Average variations in Q� in the first
250km of the mantle from amplitude ratios of P and PP

(Warren and Shearer, 2002). Some of the differences

observed may be due to the different depth ranges sampled:
in models (a), (c), and (d), the global ridge and back-arc

systems all stand out as low Q� features, whereas the

Atlantic ridge is not as prominent in model (b), while the Red

Sea region lights up more strongly. This may be due to the
fact that (b) has not been inverted with depth, and therefore

may include some effects of structure deeper than 250km.
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depth of 200 km obtained in different recent studies,
and shows that, while details are still variable from
model to model, the large scale features, with highQ inQQ
shield areas, low Q under ridges and back arcs, are
quite consistent.

In order to improve the depth resolution in the
transition zone, it is necessary to develop a metho-
dology that includes information from surface-wave
overtones, as well as Love waves. Because overtones
are not easily separable due to their similar group
velocities, a waveform methodology is desireable.
Such a methodology uses a comparison of observed
and synthetic seismograms in the time domain. The
synthetics can be computed using normal mode the-
ory, taking into account 3-D effects at various
degrees of approximation. However, to obtain accu-
rate amplitude information from surface-wave data,
it is necessary to either employ an approach based on
the measurement of envelopes, or to first align the
timing of waveforms before comparing observed and
synthetic waveforms. Following these considerations,
Gung and Romanowicz (2004) recently developed an
iterative waveform inversion approach, in which a
large global data set of three-component fundamen-
tal and overtone waveforms, filtered in the frequency
range 80–250 s, is first inverted for elastic 3-D struc-
ture, using the nonlinear asymptotic coupling theory
(NACT) approach developed by Li and Romanowicz
(1995), up to spherical harmonics degree 24.
Different elastic models are computed for Love and
Rayleigh waves, to account for the strong radially
anisotropic signal in the uppermost mantle (e.g.,
Montagner and Tanimoto, 1991; Ekström ando
Dziewonski, 1997; Gung et al., 2003). In a secondll
step, the waveforms, corrected for the 3-D elastic
structure obtained in the previous step, are inverted
for lateral variations of Q �(r) in the upper mantle, upr
to degree 8. In this process the waveforms are directly
inverted for depth dependence in elastic and anelas-
tic structure.

Although Gung and Romanowicz (2004) did not
include focusing effects in deriving their model
QRLW8, subsequent tests indicated that the model
was robust with respect to these effects, in agreement
with the predictions of Selby and Woodhouse (2000).
In particular, Gung and Romanowicz (2004) com-
pared the degree 8 Q �QQ (r) model obtained with andr
without focusing terms, the latter computed using
expression [8] in the 3-D elastic model obtained in
the first step, and found no significant changes.
Including focusing in the second step of the inversion
justifies inverting for a higher degree Q � model.

Figure 7 shows a comparison of the models obtained

up to degree 12 and 16, in the transition zone, when

focusing terms are included. Clearly, the large-scale

features remain stable among the models, with some

variability in the details. They indicate that, in con-

trast to the upper 200–300 km of the mantle, the main

features in Q � in the transition zone are two large

low Q regions in the south Central Pacific and underQQ
Africa, which correlate with the distribution of elastic

velocities at the base of the mantle (Romanowicz and

Gung, 2002), as well as the distribution of hotspots,

confirming earlier results (Romanowicz, 1994b).

1.21.6.2 Global Body-Wave Studies

In the same way as differential traveltimes of teles-

eismic body-wave phases are used to obtain

information on the distribution of upper mantle velo-

cities, global scale lateral variations in attenuation can

be inferred from differential amplitude measurements

(i.e., amplitude ratios). These measurements are diffi-

cult, however, as they are sensitive to the window

chosen for each phase, as well as to contamination by

complex structure near the source, receiver, and

bounce points. Komatitsch et al. (2002) have calledll
attention to the importance of considering the effects

of focusing and scattering in the crust. Chapter 1.05

provides details about the theoretical computation of

the effects of attenuation on body waves.
Only three published studies to date have devel-

oped models of upper mantle Q based on differentialQQ
body-wave measurements, two for Q � using S phases

(Bhattacharyya et al., 1996; Reidll et al., 2001) and onell
for Q � (Warren and Shearer, 2002). Each of them

used slightly different methods, but the basic princi-

ple remains the same.
The amplitude spectra of recorded body waves

can be expressed as:

Að Þ ¼! cSð Þ! Rð Þ! I ð Þ! Acð Þ! Fexpð Þ ½–!t�=2 11�
where c is a constant expressing the radiation pattern
and the geometrical spreading, S(!) is the source
spectrum, R(!) the crustal response, I(II !) the instru-
ment response, Ac is the crustal layering/reflectivity
at the bounce point for reflected waves, and F is a
hypothetical factor that includes possible effects of
focusing. Also, t�t is defined as:

t� ¼
Z

ds

Qv
½12�
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where v is the elastic velocity, Q the quality factor,
which may depend on frequency, and the integral is
taken along the ray path. In body-wave studies, the
frequency dependence of Q needs to be taken into
account, because the measurements are performed at
higher frequency (typically 0.15–1Hz for P-waves
and 0.05–0.1Hz for S-waves), closer to the high fre-
quency cutoff in the Earth’s absorption band. The
frequency dependence of Q is often expressed in
terms of an absorption band model (eqn [2]).
However, Warren and Shearer (2002) estimated the
effect of frequency dependence on the attenuation of
P-waves around a period of 1 s, and concluded that
neglecting it did not significantly bias their measure-
ments of lateral variations in Q �. On the other hand,
Reid et al. (2001) suggested that the frequency depen-ll
dence might be absorbed in the source terms.

Pairs of phases are selected so as to eliminate as
many factors as possible from their spectral ampli-
tude ratio. The differential �t�t can then be obtained
by measuring the slope of the remaining spectral
ratio as a function of frequency:

lnðA2=A1Þ ¼ –!=2ð�t �Þ þ � ½13�
where � is a constant containing the effects of differ-
ential radiation pattern, geometrical spreading, and
focusing for the two phases. The assumption of fre-
quency independence of �t� ¼ t�2tt – t�1tt needs to be
verified even if dispersion corrections have been
applied, and this is usually done by checking the
linearity of the slope, as well as the constancy of the
phase of the complex spectral ratio.

Because the lateral variations of Q in the lower
mantle are thought to be much smaller than in the

–50

Depth = 450 km Depth = 600 km

0

dln(1/Q)(%)

50

Degree 16
with focusing

Degree 12
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no focusing

Figure 7 Lateral variations of Q� in the upper mantle transition zone. (Top) Degree 8 Model QRLW8 (Gung and

Romanowicz, 2004). In this relatively low degree model, no corrections for elastic focusing have been included. (Middle/

bottom) Inversion of the same three component long period seismograms for a degree 12 model (middle) and a degree 16

model (bottom). In both cases, the waveforms have been corrected for focusing effects before inversion, using an asymptotic
higher order formalism (Romanowicz, 1987). The main features of these models, namely strong low Q anomalies in the south

Pacific and under Africa, correlated with the hot spot distribution of (Davies, 1990) (black dots) and high Q anomalies under

the western Pacific, remain stable, but the low Q features sharpen up in the higher resolution models.
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upper mantle, the differential t�t thus obtained is
attributed to lateral variations of structure in the
upper mantle under the bounce point of the reflected
phase. Given the steep approach of the reflected rays
at the bounce point and the relatively sparse global
sampling, these measurements provide information
about the average upper mantle lateral variations in
Q but have little depth resolution.QQ

This general principle of slope measurement
was used by Bhattacharyya et al. (1996) and Warrenll
and Shearer (2002). However, these authors used
different approaches to correct for potential receiver
and source biases. Bhattacharyya et al. (1996) consid-ll
ered the spectra of S and SS from the same records, in
the distance range 40–120�, and the period range
15–25 s, then estimated the differential t�t by applying
a multiple-record stacking technique, grouping the
records by bounce point location, and assuming that
effects of source, receiver, and path, outside of the
common upper mantle path of the SS waves with
common bounce location, would average out in the
stacks. The bounce point location area over which
the stacking was performed were caps of 5� radius,
larger than the estimated Fresnel zones of the corre-
sponding reflected waves. These authors used a
frequency domain multitaper technique to minimize
the effects of finite source duration and near-source
or near-receiver structure complexity. They found a
correspondence between the cap-averaged t�t and
tectonic provinces, with, as expected, lowest attenua-
tion under platforms and shields and highest
attenuation under young oceans. In a second step,
they inverted for a depth dependent model of Q �

in the upper mantle, expanded laterally up to degree
8 in spherical harmonics, and assuming three
layers in depth (20–220 km, 220–400 km, 400–
670 km). Resolution experiments indicated that
the best resolved layer was the deepest one, and the
two shallower ones could not be distinguished
uniquely.

Warren and Shearer (2002), on the other hand,
considered independent data sets of P waveforms, in
the distance range 40–80�, and PP waveforms in the
distance range 80–160� . Working in the frequency
domain, they first determined source and receiver
terms for the P data set, using an iterative stacking
procedure over common sources and common recei-
vers. Then they assumed that the same source and
receiver terms could be applied to the PP phases,
since the two phases have similar takeoff angles, path
lengths, and turning depths, given the distance ranges
considered. They thus corrected the PP amplitude

spectra using the source and receiver terms deter-
mined from the P spectra and estimated the residual
t�t attributed to the upper mantle beneath the bounce
point. Finally, to reduce the scatter in the data, they
estimated cap averages over nonoverlapping bounce
point areas of 5� radius. They too found the highest
Q � (smallest t�t ) under shields and platforms and the
lowest Q � (largest t�t ) under young oceans. Unlike
Bhattacharyya et al. (1996), these authors considered,ll
however, that their measurements reflected the aver-
age structure over the top 220 km of the mantle and
derived the corresponding Q � averaged over that
depth range.

Reid et al. (2001) developed a somewhat differentll
method, based on waveform fitting, which they applied
to a large data set of SS and S waveforms from seismo-
grams collected in the distance range 50–105� and also
to SSS, SS, in the distance range 90–179�. In the
process, they included the effects of elastic structure
on differential traveltimes of these phases. These
authors considered that their data had sensitivity
down to 400 km and inverted their t�t data set for a
model of Q �QQ expanded laterally to degree 8 and in
depth, using a spline parametrization with six knots.
However, their resolution tests indicated that the depth
resolution was poor, and that they could not attribute
the lateral variations found to a particular depth.

1.21.6.3 Multiple ScS Studies

Although they do not provide a complete global cov-
erage, the most widely used shear-wave phases for
large scale regional mantle attenuation studies have
been multiple ScS phases. Measurements of the
attenuation of these near-vertical multiply reflected
waves are relatively uncontaminated by source,
instrument, and geometrical spreading effects. They
and their depth phases appear very clearly on trans-
verse seismograms in the ‘reverberative interval’, after
the first arriving surface-wave train (Figure 8). In the
absence of noise, the transfer function relating ScSn to
ScSnþ 1 is, in the spectral domain:

Hð Þ ¼! exp½ �–!T0TT =2Q ð Þ! ? exp i½ � ½i
ð Þ!; T0TT 14�

where T0TT is the differential travel time between the
two phases, 
 is a phase function, and Q (!) is the
quality factor, which is an estimate of the vertically
averaged attenuation through the mantle. As in the
case of other differential measurements, the estimate
ofQScSQQ is obtained bymeasuring the slope of the ampli-
tude of the transfer function as a function of frequency.
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The stability of the phase spectrum is used as an addi-
tional indication of the quality of the measurement.

Early studies used spectral ratios measured on
hand-digitized and hand-rotated transverse compo-
nent seismograms, and provided evidence for large
amplitude lateral variations of QScSQQ in the mantle
(e.g., Press, 1956; Kovach and Anderson, 1964; Sato
and Espinosa, 1967; Yoshida and Tsujiura, 1975).
Because of the analog records used, and the measure-

ment methods employed, which did not take into
consideration the biasing effects of noise, these early
estimates are considered to be less accurate than
more recent ones. They are also generally biased
toward very high values of QScSQQ , compared to normal
mode results, which has been a attributed not only to
the effects of noise but also, potentially, to the effect

of frequency dependence of Q, as the instrumentsQQ
which produced the records had limited bandwidth.
With the advent of digital long period instrumenta-
tion, and the development of more sophisticated
methods which were better suited for minimizing
the effects of noise (e.g., Jordan and Sipkin, 1977;
Nakanishi, 1979a), measurements became more accu-
rate. For example, Jordan and Sipkin (1977) introduced

a method of phase equalization, by computing cross-
correlation between successive ScSmultiples, as well as
stacking to reduce measurement scatter. Nakanishi
(1979a) used a maximum likelihood method to reduce
the effects of noise. Most measurements are performed
in the frequency band between 10 and 40–60mHz,
where frequency dependence of QScSQQ has been found

to be negligible (e.g., Sipkin and Jordan, 1979). These
studies have confirmed the existence of large lateral
variations in QScSQQ (e.g., Sipkin and Jordan, 1980; Lay
and Wallace, 1983, 1988; Chan and Der, 1988;
Revenaugh and Jordan, 1989, 1991; Sipkin and
Revenaugh, 1994; Suetsugu, 2001; Gomer and Okal,
2003). The derived average mantle values for

Q �QQ � 220–240 are, in general, compatible with those
obtained from normal modes.

Measurements under oceans, and in the vicinity of
subduction zones are more numerous, because of the
availability of deep earthquakes and the relatively

simple effects of the thin crust at the surface reflec-
tion points. Measurements under continents are more
difficult, because the effect of crustal multiples at the
surface reflection point needs to be taken into
account (e.g., Sipkin and Revenaugh, 1994; Isse and

Nakanishi, 1997). In order to expand the coverage
under continents, it is also necessary to consider
shallow earthquakes, for which the reverberation
interval is more noisy because of the presence of

strong multipathing surface waves.
These studies determined that QScSQQ is higher

under continents than under ocean basins, on aver-

age. Regional variability on relatively short scales
has been found in subduction zone regions. In parti-
cular, low Q was estimated under the Sea of Japan
(e.g., QScSQQ � 160, Nakanishi (1979a)) and under

northern South America (QScSQQ � 93, Lay and
Wallace (1983)), in regions sampling the upper man-
tle wedge and/or back-arc region behind subduction
zones, which, if primarily attributed to the upper
mantle, translates into very low Q. On the otherQQ
hand, high Q values comparable to continental esti-
mates were obtained on paths sampling through slabs
(e.g., QScSQQ � 232, in South America, Lay and Wallace
(1983); QScSQQ � 226, under Japan/Kuriles, Nakanishi

(1979a); QScSQQ � 266� 57 in Argentina, Sipkin and
Jordan (1980)). These older measurements are gen-
erally in agreement with a more recent study by
Chan and Der (1988), except in the southwest

Pacific, where these authors found QScSQQ � 214� 42
compared to the estimate of QScSQQ � 157� 17 Sipkin
and Jordan (1980). This may however be due to the
way the latter averaged their measurements over an
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Figure 8 Example of multiple ScS record for a deep earthquake in the Fiji Islands, showing clear multiples out to ScS4, as

well as their depth phases. Courtesy of Ved Lekic.
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extended region where strong lateral variations in
QScSQQ have since been confirmed (Suetsugu, 2001;
Gomer and Okal, 2003). Using short epicentral dis-
tance data (< 20�) filtered between 10 and 50mHz,
Suetsugu (2001) found very low Q under the south
Pacific superswell (QScSQQ � 70–80) whereas Gomer
and Okal (2003) found very high Q under the
Ontong Java Plateau, also using short distances (10–
20�) and a bandpass between 10 and 62.5mHz.

The lateral variations found in QScSQQ are attributed
primarily to the upper mantle, because of the much
higher Q in the lower mantle, which reduces the
effects on multiple ScS of any, even significant, lat-
eral variations (e.g., Warren and Shearer, 2002), and
the significant correlation of QScSQQ with tectonics.
Furthermore, the correlation with travel time
anomalies from the same multiple ScS phases sug-
gests that they could be primarily related to lateral
variations in temperature.

Caution must be exercised, of course, in attribut-
ing all of the QScSQQ signal to the upper mantle, in
particular if there is a low Q zone at the base of the
mantle (e.g., Revenaugh and Jordan, 1991), and sig-
nificant lateral variations of Q in D0. While
attenuation in D0 and its variations have yet to be
explored at the global scale, the presence of large
variations in velocity imply that at least some lateral
variations exist in Q as well. Recently, Fisher and
Wysession (2003) showed evidence for the existence
of an �600 km wide high-attenuation, low-velocity
region in D0 beneath Central America, using spectral
ratios of S and ScS phases.

1.21.6.4 Other Body-Wave Studies

High attenuation has been reported in the back of island
arcs using other types of body waves. Early estimates
were very qualitative (e.g., Barazangi and Isaaks, 1971;
Barazangi et al., 1975; Bowman, 1988). More recently,ll
several regional studies (e.g., Flanagan andWiens, 1990,
1994; Roth et al., 1999, 2000) have utilized shear depthll
phases from deep earthquakes observed teleseismically
or at regional arrays, to obtain constraints on the
attenuation in the wedge of upper mantle above differ-
ent subduction zones. Flanagan and Wiens (1990)
measured differential attenuation between sS–S and
sScS–ScS phase pairs beneath the Lau back-arc spread-
ing center in the Fiji–Tonga region. Studying the
variation of the estimated Q as a function of depth of
the source, they found high attenuation in the first 200–
300 km, and decreasing attenuation at greater depth.
They found very high attenuation (Q�QQ 20–35) in the

uppermost mantle beneath the spreading center and

somewhat lower attenuation (Q�QQ 50) beneath older

parts of the Lau Basin. Flanagan and Wiens (1994)

extended this approach to the study of several inactive

back-arc basins in the western Pacific, and confirmed

the presence of high attenuation (Q�QQ 40–50) in the

uppermost mantle (depths less than 160 km), with

even lower Q ’s (<40) in the vicinity of the volcanicQQ
centers. They also confirmed a systematic increase ofQ
with depth (Q�QQ 115 between 160–430 km and Q�QQ 173

in the transition zone). The frequency band of these two

studies was 10–80mHz.
Following the method of Teng (1968), Roth et al.ll

(1999) assembled a data set of differential S–P and P–

P attenuation measurements from a temporary local

array of broadband land and ocean bottom stations in

the Tonga–Fiji region. The data set they assembled

allowed them higher resolution compared to teleseis-

mic data because of the geometry of the source-

station distribution, the short paths, and the small

Fresnel zones compared to teleseismic phases.

These authors measured �t from spectral ratios and

obtained an estimate of the best fitting Q �/Q�QQ ratio

as part of the inversion for Q � and Q�QQ , assuming that

Q is not frequency dependent in the band-pass of

their study (0.1–3.5 Hz), which seems to be verified

by the data. They confirmed the high attenuation

values in the uppermost mantle found previously

beneath the spreading center. They then performed

a 2-D tomographic inversion, assuming that the

structure is uniform in the direction parallel to slab

strike. In their model, the slab appears as a high Q
zone (Q �QQ >900) down to at least 400 km, below

which it is indistinguishable from the surroundingman-

tle. An abrupt transition from the high Q slab to the lowQQ
Q back-arc basin occurs approximately at the Tonga

volcanic front. The lowest Q �QQ values (�90) are found

directly under the Lau back-arc spreading center.

There is also evidence for a North–South trend, with

attenuation on average higher by 10% in the northern

part of the region.ThisQ tomographicmodel correlatesQQ
well with velocity models in the region. The best fitting

ratioQ �QQ /Q�QQ is� 1.75, which is in agreement with a loss

in bulk about 1/3 that of the loss in shear, assuming a

Poisson solid (Figure 9).
A similar study under the northern Philippine Sea,

this time using only S–P spectral ratios (Shito and

Shibutan, 2003b), found that the Philippine and Izu

Bonin slabs also had high Q , and found low Q underQQ
the spreading center in the Shikoku Basin. However,

the lowest values of Q were found at larger depths
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(250 km) than in the Lau Basin. The authors attributed
that to the older age of the Shikoku spreading center.

Just as the upper mantle is found to be highly
attenuating under back-arc spreading centers, other
studies have investigated mid-ocean ridge systems
and found very low Q (Molnar and Oliver, 1969;
Solomon, 1973; Sheehan and Solomon, 1992; Ding

and Grand, 1993). Sheehan and Solomon (1992) used
the pair of teleseismic phases S and SS along the north-
Atlantic ridge and found that SS-S differential attenua-
tion decreases with increasing age of the oceanic plate,

and that, in order for their measurements to be com-
patible with surface-wave studies, the high attenuation
region must extend into the asthenosphere. Ding and
Grand (1993) performed waveform modelling of

multiple S phases (up to S4SS ) at distances between 30�

and 80� along the East Pacific Rise. Because their data
have sensitivity to the deep mantle, they found that, in
order for their measurements to be compatible with
multiple ScS results, a significantly lower average Q inQQ
the lower mantle is needed than obtained on average
from normal mode measurements, indicating that lat-
eral variations in Q may also exist in the lower mantle.QQ
Note that Sipkin and Jordan attributed a lowerQ in theQQ
Fiji–KIP corridor from multiple ScS measurements to
frequency dependence. In the light of the Ding and
Grand (1993) study, it seems more likely that the
observations of Sipkin and Jordan (1979) could just be
due to lower Q’s in the lower mantle, especially as bothQQ
studies sampled regions of the Pacific Superplume.
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Figure 9 Cross section illustrating ateral variations of structure in the Lau back-arc basin. (Top) Attenuation, (bottom)

velocity (VpVV ). Reproduced from Roth E, Wiens DA and Zhao D (2000) An empirical relationship between seismic attenuation

and velocity anomalies in the upper mantle. Geophysical Research Letters 27: 601–604.
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In the last decade, there have been increasing efforts
to interpret tomographic models of the uppermantle at
various scales in terms of temperature, degrees of par-
tial melt, water content, and rock composition, using
constraints from elastic and anelastic tomography, heat
flow, gravity, and experimental data. Thus, Sobolev
et al. (1996) found that the Massif Central in France isll
underlain by a hot mantle body with a potential tem-
perature 100–200�C higher than the upper mantle
average. In an interpretation of velocity and Q tomo-
graphy under the Philippine Sea, Shito and Shibutan
(2003a) found that the deeper upper mantle (300–
400 km depth) may contain 10–50 times more water
than average. Boyd and Sheehan (2005) measured dif-
ferential t�t of S-phase waveforms from the RockySS
Mountain Front broadband network and found a
north–south zone of very low Q �QQ in the upper mantle
beneath the Rocky Mountains. Combining attenuation
and velocity data, they inferred that the Colorado
RockyMountains are supported by low density mantle
and a thick crust. On the other hand, comparing their
laboratory measurements of Q �Q with global seismolo-
gical Q models, Faul and Jackson (2005) inferred that
the upper mantle low velocity zone could be explained
by solid state processes, without invoking partial melt-
ing. Lawrence et al. (2006) applied a waveform cross-ll
correlation method and cluster analysis to the study of
upper mantle P and S-wave attenuation across the
North American continent and found that the distribu-
tion of attenuation is in general correlated with that of
velocity, implying higher temperatures beneath the
western tectonic regions than under the more stable
east, in agreement with both global and crustal con-
tinental scale studies.

In general t�t measurements, as well as surface-wave
attenuation measurements are interpreted in terms of
anelastic attenuation, however, contributions from
scattering can be important and need to be considered.
For example, in a study of S-wave amplitude varia-
tions under Iceland, (Allen et al., 1999) found that thell
low velocity cylindrical-shaped plume acts as a lens,
causing frequency dependent focusing that dominates
over anelastic effects on the amplitudes.

1.21.7 Regional Q Variations in
the Crust and Uppermost Mantle

1.21.7.1 Introduction

One of the most interesting aspects of Q in the
crystalline crust and upper mantle of the Earth is
the large magnitude of its variation from region to

region. Whereas broad-scale seismic velocities vary
laterally at those depths by at most 10–15%, Q can
vary by an order of magnitude or more. Figure 10
illustrates the large effect that regional Q variations
can have on phases that travel through both the
upper mantle (P and S waves) and the crust (Lg) by
comparing records for paths across the eastern and
western United States. Since variations in Q can be
so large, seismic-wave attenuation is often able to
relate Q variations to variations in geological and
geophysical properties that are not easily detected
by measurements of seismic velocities. Factors
known to contribute to Q variations in the crust andQQ
upper mantle include temperature and interstitial
fluids.

In this section we will emphasize studies of Q
variation conducted over regions sufficiently broad
to contribute to our knowledge of crust and upper
mantle structure and evolution. In so doing we
neglect many studies that have provided useful infor-
mation on crustal Q over small regions.QQ

1.21.7.2 Q or Attenuation Determinations
for Seismic Waves in the Crust

Investigators have employed different methods,
phases, and frequency ranges to study the anelastic
properties of the crust and upper mantle. At higher
frequencies and shorter distances often employed
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Figure 10 Seismograms recorded at stations CCM
(Cathedral Cave, MO) and PAS (Pasadena, CA) for the mb

4.5 event in southeastern New Mexico that occurred on

2 Jan 1992 at 11:45:35.6 UT. The epicentral distance to

CCM (along a relatively high-Q path) is 1256 km and to
PAS (along a relatively low-Q path) is 1417 km. From

Mitchell BJ (1995) Anelastic structure and evolution of

the continental crust and upper mantle from seismic
surface wave attenuation. Reviews of Geophysics 33:

441–462.
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for crustal studies some researchers have empha-
sized determinations of intrinsic Q (QQQ ), some haveQQ
emphasized the scattering contribution (QQQ ), andQQ
some have sought to determine the relative contri-
butions of QQQ and QQQ . The importance of scatteringQQ
became apparent from the groundbreaking work of
Aki (1969) who first showed that the codae of var-
ious regional phases are composed of scattered
waves. His work spawned a large literature on both
theoretical and observational aspects of scattering
that is discussed in Chapter 1.20.

The contributions of the intrinsic and scattering
components to total attenuation, 1/Q t, can be
described by

1

QQQ
¼ 1

QQQ
þ 1

QQQ
½15�

where QQQ and QQQ refer, respectively, to intrinsic and
scattering Q (Dainty, 1981). Richards and Menke
(1983) verified that the contributions of intrinsic
and scattering attenuation are approximately addi-
tive as described by eqn [15]. Seismologists often
wish to focus on Earth’s intrinsic anelastic structure.
To do so they must select a phase or work in a
frequency range such that the effect of scattering
can either be determined or is small relative to the
effect of intrinsic QQQ

This review almost entirely addresses intrinsic Q ,
but we will discuss one type of scattered wave (Lg
coda) quite extensively. Although Lg coda is consid-
ered to contain a large amount of scattered energy,
some theoretical and computational studies (dis-
cussed later) of scattered S-wave energy suggest
that measured Q values for that wave may largely
reflect intrinsic properties of the crust.

All of the measurements that we discuss in this
section can be placed in one of two major categories:
(1) those in which seismic source effects cancel and
(2) those in which assumptions are made about the
seismic source spectrum. For category (1) the cancel-
lation is most often achieved by using ratios of
amplitudes recorded by two or more instruments.
But it has also been achieved using ratios of ampli-
tudes from different portions of a single time series.
The primary application of the latter type of cancel-
lation has been for the determination of Lg coda Q
(QLgQQCQQ ). We divide this category into three parts that
address regional phases, fundamental-mode surface
waves, and Lg coda. Category (2) permits studies of Q
using a single station, but requires knowledge of the
source depth, source mechanism, and velocity model
for the source region. We divide this category into

two parts, one addressing regional phases and the
other fundamental-mode surface waves.

Seismologists have measured the dispersion of
body waves due to anelasticity and have successfully
used that dispersion to infer values for body-wave QQQ
We will not cover that topic because it has been the
subject of relatively few studies and has been applied
mainly to small regions.

The following subsections discuss methodology
and present some representative results using the
cited methods as applied to the crust. Because the
number of studies for continents is overwhelmingly
greater than for oceans, most of the discussion will
pertain to continental regions. A few studies will,
however, be described for oceanic regions.

1.21.7.2.1 Spectral decay methods in

which source effects cancel – Regional

phases
Regional phases include P, S, and Lg phases recorded
at distances less than about 1000 km. The early por-
tion of this section mostly covers Q determinations
for P and S phases but in cases where researchers
measured QLgQQ , as well as QPQQ and Q S all results will be
presented. The latter part of this subsection will
discuss Lg exclusively since this phase has been
widely used in recent years to study variations of Q
over broad regions.

In order to cancel the source effects, several meth-
ods utilize stations that lie on a common great-circle
path with the seismic source but other methods are
able to dispense with the need for great-circle path
propagation. All studies, however, need to first
remove the effect of wave-front spreading before
measuring amplitude changes due to attenuation. In
this subsection we will restrict our discussion to
studies at frequencies that pertain totally or pre-
dominantly to the crust with occasional reference to
the upper mantle for studies that include results for
both the crust and upper mantle.

Regional and near-distance studies of P- and
S-wave attenuation (or their respective quality fac-
tors QPQQ and QSQQ ) often cancel the source by utilizing
several stations at varying distances (e.g., Nuttli,
1978, 1980; Thouvenot, 1983; Carpenter and
Sanford, 1985)

More recently, amplitude measurements in which
both the source and sensor reside in boreholes
beneath any sediments or weathered layers have
provided much-improved estimates of QPQQ and QSQQ .
Abercrombie (1997) used borehole recordings to
determine spectral ratios of direct P- to S-waves
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and found that they are well modeled with a fre-
quency-independent QPQQ distribution in the borehole
increasing from QPQQ � 26–133 at depths between the
upper 300m and 1.5–3 km. QSQQ increased from 15 to 47
in the same depth range. Abercrombie (2000), in
another borehole study near the San Andreas Fault,
found that attenuation on the northeastern side of the
fault is about twice that on the southwestern side.

Lg is very useful for Q studies both because it
travels predominantly in the crustal waveguide, pro-
viding Q information for a known depth interval, andQQ
is a large and easily recognizable phase. Even rela-
tively small earthquakes can generate useable
records; thus data, in many regions is plentiful. Lg
can be represented by a superposition of many
higher-mode surface waves or by a composite of
rays multiply reflected in the crust. It is usually
assumed that QLgQQ follows a power-law frequency
dependence, Q¼QQ QoQQ f �, where QoQQ is the value of QLgQQ
at a reference frequency and � is the frequency
dependence parameter at that frequency. Lg travels
through continental crust at velocities between about
3.2 and 3.6 km s�1 and is usually followed by a coda of
variable duration. That coda is discussed in a later
subsection. Since the Lg wave consists of many
higher modes, it is often assumed that, even though
the radiation patterns for individual modes differ
from one another, the totality of modes combine to
form a source radiation pattern that is approximately
circular. If that assumption is correct the source and
stations need not necessarily line up along the same
great-circle path to estimate QQQ

Early determinations of QLgQQ , after correcting for
wave-front spreading, compared observed attenua-
tion with distance with theoretically predicted
attenuation for the Lg phase and chose the theoreti-
cal curve (predicted by selected values of QoQQ and �)
which agreed best with observations (e.g., Nuttli,
1973; Street, 1976; Bollinger, 1979; Hasegawa, 1985;
Campillo et al., 1985; Chavez and Priestley, 1986;ll
Chun et al., 1987).ll

Benz et al. (1997) studied four regions (southernll
California, the Basin and Range province, the central
United States, and the northeastern United States and
southeastern Canada) of North America in the fre-
quency range 0.5–14.0Hz. They found that, at 1Hz,
QLgQQ varies from about 187 in southern California to
1052 in the northeastern United States and southeast-
ern Canada and about 1291 in the central United
States. They also found that the frequency depen-
dence of Q also varies regionally, being relatively
high (�� 0.55–0.56) in southern California and the

Basin and Range and smaller (� � 0–0.22) in the
other three regions.

Xie and Mitchell (1990a) applied a stacking method
to many two-station measurements of QLgQQ at 1Hz fre-
quency in the Basin and Range province. This method,
first developed for single-station determinations of Lg
coda Q (Q LgQQ CQQ ), will be discussed in the subsection on
Lg coda. They found that Q LgQQ ¼ (275� 50)f)) (0.5�0.2)

and Q Lg
C ¼ (268� 50)f)) (0.5�0.2).

Xie et al. (2004) extended the method to multiplell
pairs of stations in instrument arrays across the
Tibetan Plateau. For an array in central Tibet
(INDEPTH III) they found very low values for QoQQ
(�90) that they attributed to very high temperatures
and partial melt the crust. An array in southern Tibet
yielded even lower values, �60, for QoQQ in the north-
ern portion of the array but higher values (�100) in a
central portion and much higher values (>300) in the
southernmost portion. Xie et al. (2006) used a two-ll
station method to obtain more than 5000 spectral
ratios for 594 interstation paths and obtained QoQQ and
� for those paths. They obtained tomographic maps
of those values that are described in the subsection on
tomographic mapping.

1.21.7.2.2 Spectral decay methods in

which source effects cancel –
Fundamental-mode surface waves

When using fundamental-mode surface waves to
study lateral variations of crustal Q �QQ we need to
measure the attenuation of relatively short-period
(5–100 s) amplitudes. In continents, these waves
may be biased by systematic errors associated with
laterally varying elastic properties along the path of
travel, as discussed earlier. Two-station studies of
fundamental-mode surface waves are especially sus-
ceptible to these types of error because researchers
might incorrectly assume great-circle propagation
along a path through the source and the two stations.
Non-great-circle propagation would mean that sur-
face-wave energy arriving at two stations along
different great-circle paths could originate at differ-
ent portions of the source radiation pattern. If that
pattern is not circular the two-station method can
produce attenuation coefficient values that are either
too high or too low, depending on the points of the
radiation pattern at which the waves originate.

Measurements for the situation in which a source
and two stations lie approximately on the same great-
circle path have often been used to determine sur-
face-wave attenuation. The method was described by
Tsai and Aki (1969) and determines the average
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surface-wave Q between the two stations after cor-
recting for the different wave front spreading factors
at the two stations. They applied the method to many
two-station paths from the Parkfield, California
earthquake of 28 Jun 1966 and, using the formulation
of Anderson et al. (1965), obtained a frequency-inde-ll
pendent model of intrinsic shear-wave Q (QQ Q �QQ ) with a
low-Q zone that coincided with the Gutenberg low-
velocity zone in the upper mantle. Love-wave Q wasQQ
greater than 800 and Rayleigh-wave Q was greater
than 1000 in the period range 20–25 s.

Other studies using that method to obtain Q �QQ
models at crustal and uppermost mantle depths
include Hwang and Mitchell (1987) for several stable
and tectonically active regions of the world, Al-Khatib
and Mitchell (1991) for the western United States and
Cong and Mitchell (1998) for the Middle East.

Models have also been obtained in which Q �QQ
varies with frequency. That frequency dependence
is described by the relation Q �¼QoQQ f � where � may
vary with frequency (Mitchell, 1975) and/or with
depth (Mitchell and Xie, 1994). The inversion pro-
cess for Q � in those cases requires appropriate
extensions of the Anderson et al. (1965) equations.ll
The process requires both fundamental-mode sur-
face-wave attenuation data and Q or attenuation
information for either an individual higher mode or
the combination of higher modes that form the Lg
phase. The process proceeds by assuming a simple
one- or two-layer distribution of � and inverting the
fundamental-mode data for a Q �Q model. � is adjusted
until a Q �Q model is obtained that explains both the
fundamental-mode and higher-mode attenuation
data. Mitchell and Xie (1994) applied the method to
the Basin and Range province of the western United
States. Example Q � models for which � varies with
depth (Mitchell and Xie, 1994) appear in Figure 11.

Other surface-wave studies for which the source is
cancelled are those that use many stations at various
distances and azimuths and simultaneously solve for
surface-wave attenuation coefficient values and seis-
mic moments for particular periods by linear least
squares. Tryggvason (1965) first did this, as described
in our section on early studies, using explosions and
assuming circular radiation patterns. Tsai and Aki
(1969) extended this method to use earthquake
sources, and applied it to surface waves generated
by the 28 Jun 1966 Parkfield, California earthquake.
This process was later applied to the central United
States (Mitchell, 1973; Herrmann and Mitchell,
1975), and the Basin and Range province of the
western United States (Patton and Taylor, 1989).

A nonlinear variation of the Tsai and Aki method
(Mitchell, 1975), represents a nuclear explosion with

strain release by a superposition of an explosion (with
a circular radiation pattern) and a vertical strike-slip

fault (represented by a horizntal double couple).

Variations of the orientation of the double couple

and its strength relative to the explosion produce a

wide variety of radiation patterns. The inversion

solves for the moment of the explosion, the orienta-

tion of the double couple, the strength of the double

couple relative to the explosion and an average

attenuation coefficient value for each period of inter-
est. Mitchell applied the method to two nuclear

events in Colorado as recorded by stations through-

out the United States and found that Q �Q in the upper

crust of the eastern United States is about twice as

high as it is in the western United States at surface-

wave frequencies.
The first attempts at mapping regional variations of

attenuation or Q utilized crude regionalizations (two
or three regions) based upon broad-scale geological or

geophysical information. Studies have produced
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models for Eurasia (Yacoub and Mitchell, 1977) using
the method of Mitchell (1975), and for the Pacific
(Canas and Mitchell, 1978) and Atlantic (Canas and
Mitchell, 1981) using the two-station method.

1.21.7.2.3 Spectral decay methods in

which source effects cancel – Lg coda

Lg coda, like direct Lg, is sensitive to properties
through a known depth range (the crust) in which it
travels and is a large amplitude phase for which data
are plentiful. In addition, since the coda of Lg is
comprised of scattered energy, it can continue to
oscillate for several hundred seconds following the
onset of the direct Lg phase, thus making it possible
to stack spectral amplitudes for many pairs of time
windows to make a Q estimate. Other positive aspectsQQ
of using Lg coda for Q studies are that the averagingQQ
effect of scattering stabilizes QCQQLgQQ determinations and,
if stacking methods are utilized to determine Q for LgQQ
coda, site effects cancel (Xie and Mitchell, 1990a).

Two methods have been applied to Lg coda to
make Q determinations. The first of these was devel-QQ
oped by Herrmann (1980) and applied by Singh and
Herrmann (1983) to data in the United States. The
method extended the coda theory of Aki (1969) uti-
lizing the idea that coda dispersion is due to the
combined effects of the instrument response and the
Q filter of the Earth. The two studies provided new
approximations for the relative variation of Q across
the United States. Herrmann later realized, however,
that his method did not take into consideration the
broadband nature of the recorded signal and over-
estimates Q by about 30% (R. B. Herrmann, personalQQ
communication).

Xie and Nuttli (1988) introduced the stacked
spectral ratio (SSR) method which stacks spectra
from several pairs of windows along the coda of Lg.
That process leads to

Rk ¼ f 1 – �=QQQ ½16�
as the expression for the SSR, or in logarithmic form

log Rk ¼ ð Þ1 – � log fkff – logQQQ þ e ½17�
from which QoQQ and � can be obtained by linear
regression. fkff , QoQQ , �, and e in these equations are,
respectively, a discrete frequency, the value of Q at
1Hz, the frequency dependence of Q at frequencies
near 1Hz, and an estimate for random error. This
stacking process provides stable estimates of QoQQ and �
with standard errors sufficiently low to allow tomo-
graphic mapping of those quantities. A detailed

description of the SSR method appears in Xie and
Nuttli (1988) and more briefly in Mitchell et al.ll
(1997)

Figure 12 shows an example of Lg coda and its
associated SSR for a relatively high-Q path in India,
which can be fit over a broad frequency range with a
straight line on a log–log plot. The value at 1Hz
provides an estimate of 1/Q at that frequency and
the slope of the line gives an estimate for �.
Inversions of sets of those values over a broad region
can yield tomographic maps of those quantities.

Past studies have shown that several factors may
contribute to reductions in QoQQ ; these include thick
accumulations of young sediments (Mitchell and
Hwang, 1987) and the presence of a velocity gradient
rather than a sharp interface at the core–mantle
boundary (Bowman and Kennett, 1991; Mitchell
et al., 1998). In addition, decreasing depth of thell
Moho in the direction of Lg travel or undulations of
the Moho surface can be expected to decrease mea-
sured QLgQQ or QCQQLgQQ whereas increasing depth would
produce larger values. To our knowledge this effect
has not been quantitatively studied and is expected to
be small over large regions. These factors may cause
determinations of correlation coefficients between
QLgQQ or QCQQLgQQ and various crustal or mantle properties
to be relatively low whenever they are determined
(e.g., Zhang and Lay, 1994; Artemieva et al., 2004).ll

1.21.7.2.4 Spectral decay methods for

which assumptions are made about the

source spectrum – Regional phases

Hough et al. (1988) studied S-waves traveling overll
relatively short distances near Anza, California, and
defined the instrument-corrected acceleration spec-
trum at a station located a distance r from the
source as

Að Þ ¼r ; f Aoe
–�t� ½18�

where t�t is defined in eqn [12]. For crustal studies it is
common to assume that Q is constant along the path,QQ
in which case

t � ¼ t

Q
½19�

where t is the travel time.
Hough et al. (1988) definedll Ao as

Ao ¼ ð Þ2�f� 2Sð Þf Gð Þ ½r ; f 20�

where S( f ) is the source displacement spectrum and
G(r,rr f ) is the geometrical spreading factor which, ifff
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we assume frequency-independent propagation in a
homogeneous medium, is 1/r for body waves. At
higher frequencies, these methods assume a spectral
falloff rate (such as !�2 or !�3) and attribute addi-
tional falloff to attenuation. Since a large body of data
supports the !�2, or Brune, model (Brune, 1970) that
is the one most commonly used. Taking the natural
logarithm of eqn [18] leaves

ln Að Þ ¼f lnA0 – �ft� � ½21�
For the frequency-independent case, this equation

defines a straight line with an intercept of ln Ao and a
slope of –�t=QQQ . Anderson and Hough (1984)
hypothesized that, to first order, the shape of the
acceleration spectrum at high frequencies can be
described by

�ð Þ ¼ff Aoe
–��f� ff > fEff ½22�

where fEff is the frequency above which the spectral
shape is indistinguishable from spectral decay and Ao
depends on source properties and epicentral distance.
They found that � increased slowly with distance, an
observation consistent with a Q model of the crust
that increases with depth in its shallow layers and
that it was systematically smaller on rock sites than at

alluvial sites. Hough et al. (1988) studiedll � as a func-
tion of hypocentral distance, as well as site and source
characteristics, and found that �(0) differed for sites
at Anza and the Imperial Valley in California but that
d�/dr was similar for the two regions. Their inter-
pretation was that �(0) was a component of
attenuation that reflects QQQ in the shallow portion of
the crust while d�/dr was due to regional structure at
great depth. This method was applied to various
regions in the world including the Canadian Shield
(Hasegawa, 1974), the Pyrenees (Modiano and
Hatzfeld, 1982), the New Madrid zone of the central
United States (Al-Shukri et al., 1988), and easternll
Asia (Phillips et al., 2000).ll

Shi et al. (1996) studiedll QLgQQ variation for five tecto-
nically different regions of the northeastern United

States. They used eight pairs of co-located earthquakes

to determine accurate source spectrum corner frequen-

cies by applying an empirical Green’s function method

to Pg and Lg or Sg phases. Based upon the corner

frequencies, Sg or Lg displacement spectra were used

to obtain values of Q andQQ � values for 87 event-station

paths at frequencies between 1 and 30Hz. The 1Hz QoQQ
values for the five regions vary between 561 and 905

while � varies between 0.40 and 0.47.
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1.21.7.2.5 Spectral decay methods for

which assumptions are made about the

source spectrum – Fundamental-mode

surface waves
A multimode spectral method has yielded simple
crustal models (two or three layers) of shear-wave
Q (Q �QQ ) in a few regions. The method assumes a flat
source spectrum and tries to match theoretical ampli-
tude spectra to two sets of observed spectral
amplitude data, one corresponding to the fundamen-
tal mode and the other to the superposition of higher
modes that forms the longer-period (3–10 s) compo-
nent of the Lg phase. The higher modes travel faster
than all but the longest-period fundamental-mode
energy observed on records for relatively small
events that are used with this method.

The first study using this method (Cheng and
Mitchell, 1981) compared upper crustal Q �QQ for
three regions of North America and found values of
275 for the eastern United States, 160 for the
Colorado Plateau, and 85 for the Basin and Range
province. Kijko and Mitchell (1983) applied the
method to the Barents Shelf, a region of relatively
high-Q crystalline crust overlain by low-QQ Q sediments.QQ
They found the method to be sensitive to Q � in the
sediments and upper crust but insensitive to Q � in
the lower crust and to P-wave Q at all depths.
Cong and Mitchell (1998) obtained models in which
Q � is very low at all depths beneath the Iran/
Turkish Plateaus and somewhat higher, but still
much lower than expected beneath the Arabian
Peninsula. Models they obtained using the multi-
mode method, agree well with those they obtained
using the two-station method.

Jemberie and Mitchell (2004) applied the method
to China and peripheral regions and obtained three-
layer crustal models with low Q �Q and wide variation
across China. Values decrease with depth beneath
regions such as southeastern China and increase
with depth beneath other regions such as the eastern
Tibetan Plateau.

1.21.7.3 Tomographic Mapping of
Crustal Q

Seismologists are currently attempting to map varia-
tions of Q and its frequency variation in the Earth in
as much detail as possible. For continents, researchers
have obtained tomographic maps for several broad
regions using Lg coda, the direct Lg phase and sur-
face waves. Studies using P and S-waves have yielded
important results in regions where earth quakes and

recording stations are plentiful. Studies of even smal-
ler regions, such as volcanoes and geothermal areas,
have utilized P- and S-waves (e.g., Hough et al., 1999).ll
In this review, we will restrict our discussion to the
more broad-scale studies.

An earlier section described three early regiona-
lized studies of surface-wave attenuation in the late
1970s and early 1980s, one for continental paths and
two for oceanic paths in which the Eurasian conti-
nent, the Pacific Ocean, and Atlantic Ocean were
divided into two or three regions. Since then tomo-
graphic mapping using Lg coda has made possible a
much finer regionalization of crustal Q in continents.QQ
This section will discuss tomography results for con-
tinents and for one oceanic region using either direct
Lg, fundamental-mode surface waves, P- and
S-waves.

We emphasize Lg coda since tomographic maps of
QCQQLgQQ , all obtained for the same frequency, and using
the same methodology, are available for all conti-
nents except Antartica. This commonality in phase,
frequency, and method allows us to compare Q fromQQ
one continent to that in others and also to various
geophysical and geological properties. These com-
parisons contribute to our understanding of the
mechanisms for seismic-wave attenuation in the
crust.

Earlier sections have indicated that Lg coda has
several properties that make it useful for tomographic
studies. First, it is usually a large amplitude phase
making it easily available for study in most regions of
the world. Second, it is a scattered wave and the
averaging effect of that scattering makes Lg coda
relatively insensitive to focusing. Third, the SSR
method used to determine QoQQ and � tends to cancel
site effects. Fourth, although it is a scattered wave,
measurements of Q for seismic coda have been shownQQ
theoretically and computationally to yield measures
of intrinsic Q (e.g., Frankel and Wennerberg, 1987;
Mitchell, 1995; Sarker and Abers, 1999). If that is
correct researchers can interpret Q variation in
terms of Earth structure and evolution. Other studes,
however, (e.g., Aki, 1980; Gusev and Abubakirov,
1996) attribute energy loss to scattering. The
mechanism, at this point must therefore be consid-
ered controversial.

As indicated earlier, Lg coda Q (QCQQLgQQ ) is typicallygg

assumed to follow a power-law frequency depen-
dence, QCQQLgQQ ¼QQQ fQQoQQQ

�, where QoQQ is the Q value at 1Hz
and � is the frequency dependence of Q near 1Hz.
Tomographic maps of the 1Hz values of QCQQLgQQ (QoQQ and
�) with nearly continent-wide coverage are now
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available for Eurasia (Mitchell et al., 1997, 2007), Africall
(Xie and Mitchell, 1990b), South America (DeSouza
and Mitchell, 1998), and Australia (Mitchell et al.,ll
1998). In North America, broad-scale determinations
of QCQQLgQQ are currently restricted to the United States
(Baqer and Mitchell, 1998). These studies have shown
a wide range of average QoQQ values for different con-
tinents and a very wide range within each continent.
Average QoQQ tend to be highest in continents that con-
tain the most old stable cratonic regions that have not
undergone later tectonic or orogenic activity
(e.g., Africa and South America).

Tomographic studies have also been completed
for more restricted regions using the direct Lg phase
in Eurasia, North America, and South America and
high-resolution tomographic maps of Q for P- and
S-waves are available for southern California. For
oceanic regions, tomographic mapping of Q varia-
tions, to our knowledge, is currently available only
for P waves in one broad portion of the East Pacific
Rise (Wilcock et al., 1995).ll

Sarker and Abers (1998) showed that, for com-
parative studies, it is important that researchers use
the same phase and methodology in comparative Q
studies. The Lg coda Q maps presented here adhere
to that principle; thus the continental-scale maps of
QoQQ and � for Lg coda at 1Hz that are available can be
considered to provide the closest thing to global Q
coverage at crustal depth that currently exists. The
maps also present the possibility for comparisons of
QoQQ variation patterns with variations of seismic velo-
city, temperature, plate subduction, seismicity, the
surface velocity field, and tectonics when that infor-
mation is available.

A discussion of the inversion method for mapping
QoQQ and � appears, in detail, in Xie and Mitchell
(1990b), and more briefly, in Mitchell et al.ll
(1997). The method assumes that the area occupied
by the scattered energy of recorded Lg coda can be
approximated by an ellipse with the source at one
focus and the recording station at the other, as was
shown theoretically by Malin (1978) to be the case
for single scattering.

Xie and Mitchell (1990b) utilized a back-projec-
tion algorithm (Humphreys and Clayton, 1988) to
develop a methodology for deriving tomographic
images of QoQQ and � over broad regions using a num-
ber of QoQQ or � values determined from observed
ground motion. Figures 13(a), 14(a), 15(a), 16(a),
and 17(a) show the ellipses that approximate data
coverage for the event-station pairs used in QLgQQCQQ stu-
dies of Eurasia, Africa, South America, Australia, and

the United States. The inversion process assumes
that each ellipse approximates the spatial coverage
of scattered energy comprising late Lg coda. The
areas of the ellipses grow larger with increasing lag
time of the Lg coda components. The ellipses in the
figure are plotted for maximum lag times used in the
determination of QoQQ and �. Ideally, each inversion
should utilize many ellipses that are oriented in var-
ious directions and exhibit considerable overlap in
order to obtain the redundancy needed to obtain the
best possible resolution for features of interest. Xie
and Mitchell (1990b) discuss the procedure in detail,
presenting methods for obtaining standard errors for
QoQQ and � and for estimating spatial resolution.

Because Lg coda consists of scattered energy, it
must be distributed, for each event-station pair, over
an area surrounding the great-circle path between
the source and receiver. Because of this areal cover-
age, our maps may not include effects of Lg blockage
in regions where such blockage has been reported.
We may have no data from blocked paths, but are
likely to have other paths, such as those subparallel to
the blocking feature or for which the source or
recording station, represented by one focus of the
scattering ellipse, lies near the blocking feature. In
both cases portions of the scattering ellipses may
overlap the blocking feature, but that feature will
not substantially contribute to the values we obtain
for QoQQ and �. A comparison of mapped QoQQ for all
continents (Figures 13(b), 14(b), 15(b), 16(b) and
17(b)) shows that it is typically highest in the stable
portions of continents and lowest in regions that are,
or recently have been, tectonically active. Exceptions
occur, however, especially for stable regions. For
instance, the Arabian Peninsula, although being a
stable platform shows QoQQ variations between 300
and 450, values that are one-half or less of maximum
values in other Eurasian platforms. Other regions
showing lower than expected QoQQ include the
Siberian trap region of northern Siberia and the cra-
tonic regions of Australia.

The frequency dependence values of QLgQQCQQ (�) in
Figures 13(c), 14(c), 15(c), 16(c), and 17(c) appear
to show consistent relationships to QoQQ in some indi-
vidual continents. For instance, in both Africa and
South America, high-Q regions are typically regions
of low �. That same relationship, however, does not
occur consistently in Eurasia, Australia, or the United
States. � is high, for instance, throughout much of the
northern portions of Eurasia where QoQQ is mostly high
but is low in California, Kamchatka, and a portion of
southeast Asia where QoQQ is very low.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 13 (a) A scattering ellipse map, (b) a Qo map, and (c) an � map for Eurasia. Adapted from Mitchell BJ, Cong L, and
Ekström G (2007) A continent-wide 1-Hz map ofo Lg coda Q variation across Eurasia and its implications for lithospheric

evolution. Journal of Geophysical Research (in review).
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1.21.7.3.1 QLg
C , QLg, and Q� tomography in

regions of Eurasia

Figure 13 shows maps of data coverage, QoQQ , and �
across most of Eurasia (Mitchell et al., 2007). Thesell
maps represent a major increase in data coverage for
northeastern Siberia, southeastern Asia, India, and
Spain, compared to those of an earlier study
(Mitchell et al., 1997) and provide additional redun-ll
dancy in regions where there was earlier coverage. As
indicated by Figure 13(a), the data coverage is

excellent for virtually all of Eurasia. Low QoQQ values
extend through the Tethysides belt that extends
across southern Eurasia from western Europe to east-
ern China and its southern portions appear to be
related to subduction processes occurring at the pre-
sent time. QoQQ is generally high in the platforms of
northern Eurasia and India (600–950). It is, however,
low in the Kamchatka Peninsula and regions directly
north of there which, like the Tethysides region, are
seismically active. A conspicuous region of relatively
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Figure 14 (a) A scattering ellipse map, (b) aQo map, and (c) an �map for Africa. Adapted from Xie J and Mitchell BJ (1990b)
A back-projection method for imaging large-scale lateral variations of Lg coda Q with application to continental Africa.

Geophysical Journal International100: 161–181.
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low QoQQ lies in central Siberia and corresponds spa-
tially to the Siberian Traps.

The four zones with lowest Q values lie in the
Kamchatka Peninsula in northeastern Siberia, the

southeastern portions of the Tibetan Plateau and
Himalaya, the Hindu Kush (just north of India) and
western Turkey. All of these regions are also highly
seismically active, a correspondence that suggests
that low-Q regions are associated with regions of
high crustal strain.

Other low-Q regions appear to be related to
upper mantle processes. A comparison of
Figure 13(b) with wave velocities at long periods
(Ekstromo et al., 1997), that are not sensitive to crustalll
properties, shows a correspondence of low-Q regionsQQ
with regions of low upper mantle velocities. This is
most apparent for the broad band of low Q values
throughout southern Eurasia but also occurs in the
Siberian Trap region of Siberia. Both the low-Q and
low-velocity regions largely coincide with high
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Figure 15 (a) A scattering ellipse map, (b) a Qo map, and (c) an � map for South America. Adapted from DeSouza JL and

Mitchell BJ (1998) Lg coda Q variations across South America and their relation to crustal evolution. Pure and Applied
Geophysics 153: 587–612.
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upper mantle temperatures (Artemieva and Mooney

2001).
Patterns of frequency dependence (�) variation in

Figure 13(c), in contrast to those of QoQQ variation,

show no clear-cut relationship to tectonics. They

similarly show no relation to patterns of QoQQ variation.

For instance, Kamchatka has low QoQQ and low � while

Spain has low QoQQ and high �.
Seismologists have performed other tomographic

studies for portions of Eurasia using QLgQQ and shear-

wave Q (Q �). Xie et al. (2006) used a two-stationll
version of the SSR method to determine more than

5000 spectal ratios over 594 paths in eastern Eurasia.

They were able to obtain tomographic models for QoQQ
and � with resolution ranging between 4� and 10� in
which QoQQ varies between 100 and 900.

Using the single-station multimode method (Cheng
and Mitchell, 1981), Jemberie and Mitchell (2004)

obtained tomographic maps of shear-wave Q (Q �QQ ) for

depth ranges of 0–10 and 10–30 km. Although large

standard errors accompany those determinations sev-

eral features of their variation patterns, such as the low-

Q regions in southern Tibet, resemble the map of QoQQ
variations (Figure 13(b)). Q �QQ varies between about 30

and 280 in the upper 10 km of the crust and between

about 30 and 180 at 10–30 km depth.
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Figure 16 (a) A scattering ellipse map, (b) a Qo map, and (c) an eta map of QLg
C for Australia. Adapted from Mitchell BJ,

Baqer S, Akinci A, Cong L (1998) Lg coda Q in Australia and its relation to crustal structure and evolution. Pure and Applied

Geophysics 153: 639–653.
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Figure 17 (a) A scattering ellipse map, (b) aQo map, and (c) an etamap of QC
Lg for the United States. Adapted from Baqer S

andMitchell BJ (1998) Regional variation of Lg codaQ in the continental United States and its relation to crustal structure and

evolution. Pure and Applied Geophysics 153: 613–638.
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1.21.7.3.2 QLg
C tomography in Africa

Xie and Mitchell (1990b), in the first tomographic
study of Lg coda, determined QoQQ and � for continen-
tal Africa. Figure 14 shows maps of data coverage, QoQQ
and � for that entire continent (Xie and Mitchell,
1990b). The features in the QoQQ map (Figure 14(b))
that is most obviously related to tectonics is the
low-Q region that broadly coincides with the East
African Rift system. The three high-Q regions corre-QQ
spond to Precambrian cratons: the West African
Craton in the northwest, the East Sahara Craton in
the northeast, and the Kalahari Craton in the south.
The Congo Craton, situated just to the north of the
Kalahari Craton does not show up as a region of high
Q , probably because waves are damped by a broad
and deep basin of low-Q sedimentary rock in that
region.

Low QoQQ values also occur in the Atlas Mountains
(Cenozoic age) of northern Africa, the Cape Fold
Belt (Permo-Triassic age) at the southern tip of
Africa and the Cameroon Line (Miocene age)
which is oriented in an NNE–SSW direction from
the point where the western coast changes direction
from east–west to north–south.

1.21.7.3.3 QLg
C and QLg tomography in

South America

Figure 15 shows data coverage, and values of QoQQ and
� obtained for South America (DeSouza and
Mitchell, 1998). The data coverage (Figure 15(a))
is excellent throughout western South America
where seismicity is high but poor in eastern regions,
especially the most easterly regions, where there are
few earthquakes. Figure 15(b) shows that, as
expected, the low-Q (250–450) portion of South
America is associated with the tectonically active
western coastal regions. The lowest QoQQ values occur
along the coast between 15� and 25� S latitude where
the level of intermediate-depth seismicity is highest
in the continent. The slab in this region also dips
steeply (>20�) and significant volcanism occurs
(Chen et al., 2001). Davies (1999) had studied thell
role of hydraulic fractures and intermediate-depth
earthquakes in generating subduction zone magma-
tism. He suggested that the level of intermediate-
depth earthquakes was high because liberated fluids
favored brittle fracture in response to stresses acting
on the slab. Q levels may be low there because earth-QQ
quake activity creates a degree of permeability that
allows dehydrated fluids to be transported to the
mantle wedge.

Ojeda and Ottemöller (2002), developed maps ofo
Lg attenuation for most of Colombia at various fre-
quencies in the 0.5–5.0Hz range. They delineated
regional variations of QLgQQ within that relatively
small region.

1.21.7.3.4 QLg
C tomography in Australia

Figure 16 shows the data coverage and values of QoQQ
and � obtained for Australia (Mitchell et al., 1998).ll
Data coverage (Figure 16(a)) there was the poorest
of the five continents where QLgQQCQQ was mapped over
continent-scale dimensions. QoQQ variation there is
consistent, however, with the other studies and, for
all but peripheral regions where systematic mea-
surement errors can be high, it displays a clear
relationship with past tectonic activity. QoQQ in
Australia (Figure 16(b)) is unusually low for a
stable continental region, perhaps because a velocity
gradient rather than a sharp interface separates the
crust and mantle.

Highest values range between 550 and 600 in the
southeastern corner of the continent (the Yilgarn
Block) and along the southern coast (the Gawler
Block). Values between 400 and 500 characterize
much of the remaining cratonic crust. This compares
with values of 800 and higher in most of the African
and South American cratons. The youngest crust lies
in eastern Australia where QoQQ is between 350 and 400.
An orogeny occurred there during the Devonian
Period and another occurred in the eastern portion
of that region during the Permian Period. Low QoQQ
values in the most westerly point of the continent and
along the northern coast are probably due to very
poor data coverage there (Figure 16(a)) and are
probably meaningless.

1.21.7.3.5 QLg
C , QLg, and P/S tomography

in North America

Figure 17 shows the data coverage, QoQQ , and �
values obtained for the United States (Baqer and
Mitchell, 1998). Coverage (Figure 17(a)) is best in
the western portions of the country, but is also
reasonably good in the central and eastern portions.
Figure 17(b) shows that QoQQ is lowest (250–300) in
California and the Basin and Range Province. That
low-Q region forms the core of a broader region
low of QoQQ values that extends approximately to the
western edge of the Rocky Mountains. QoQQ in the
Rocky Mountains and much of the Great Plains
ranges between about 450 and 600. A moderately
high-Q (mostly 600–700) corridor extends from
Missouri to the north Atlantic states and New
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England. QoQQ in New York and peripheral regions is

somewhat higher (700–750). An earlier study of

QLgQQ in the northeastern United States (Shi et al.,ll
1996) found QoQQ and � values that are similar to the

country-wide tomographically derived values in

that region.
Two research groups have studied the 3-D struc-

ture of P-wave and S-wave attenuation in southern

California. Schlotterbeck and Abers (2001) fit theo-

retical spectra to observed spectra using the least-

square minimization method of Hough et al. (1988),ll
and determined t�t for P- and S-waves at frequencies

between 0.5 and 25Hz. Their inversions showed that

P and S results were in substantial agreement, that Q
varies spatially and correlates with regional tectonics.

The second California study (Hauksson, 2006)
also determined t�t from P- and S-wave spectra.

They assumed that t�t consists of the sum of the

whole-path attenuation and the local site effect at

each recording station and utilized an expression of

Eberhart-Phillips and Chadwick (2002) for the velo-

city spectrum. The inversion, in addition to

providing t�t , yields parameters defining the velocity

amplitude spectra. They determined t�t for about

340 000 seismograms from more than 5000 events of

t�t data to obtain 3-D, frequency-independent crustal

models for QPQQ and QSQQ in the crust and uppermost

mantle in southern California. They found that both

QPQQ and QSQQ generally increase with depth from values

of 50 or less in surface sediments to 1000 and greater

at mid-crustal depths. Their models reflect major

tectonic structures to a much greater extent than

they reflect the thermal structure of the crust.

Al-Eqabi and Wysession (2006) conducted a tomo-

graphic study of QLgQQ in the Basin and Range province

using a genetic algorithm technique. They found that

QLgQQ increases (234–312) in a southwest–northeast

direction across the Basin and Range in good agree-

ment with the variation of Q C
Lg reported by Baqer

and Mitchell (1998). As part of a broader study of Lg

wave propagation in southern Mexico Ottemöllero

et al. (2002) used formal inversion methods to sepa-ll
rately obtain tomographic maps of QLgQQ at three

frequencies (0.5, 2.0, and 5.0Hz) using 1� by 1�

cells. Because of uneven path coverage in southern

Mexico they applied regularization conditions to

their inversion equations. They found lower than

average QLgQQ in the Gulf of Mexico coastal plain and

the area east of 94� W, average values in the northern

portion of the Pacific coastal region, and below aver-

age values in the southern portion.

1.21.7.3.6 QP variation near ocean ridges

Wilcock et al. (1995) developed a spectral techniquell
by which they determined the attenuation of P waves

in an active-source experiment centered at the East

Pacific Rise at latitude 9� 309N. It is, to date, the only

tomographic study of crustal Q variation in an ocea-QQ
nic region. They obtained over 3500 estimates of t�t ,
the path integral of the product of Q�QQ 1 and P-wave

velocity where both quantities are variable along the

path. Wilcock et al. display plots of both cross-axis asll
well as along-axis structure for upper crustal and

lower crustal Q�QQ 1 structure. Within the ridge magma

chamber Q reaches minimum values of 20–50 which

extend to the base of the crust. Off the ridge axis they

find that Q in the upper crust is 35–50 and at least

500–1000 at depths greater than 2–3 km.

1.21.7.3.7 Variation of crustal Q with time

Several investigators (e.g., Chouet, 1979; Jin and

Aki, 1986) have reported temporal variations of Q
over timescales of a few years. Although this obser-

vation has been reported several times, it continues

to be controversial. Spatial patterns of Q variation

and their apparent relation to time that has elapsed

since the most recent episode of tectonic activity in

any region, however, suggest that temporal varia-

tions of Q over very long periods of time can easily

be detected. Mitchell and Cong (1998) found that

variation for Q CQQ Lg at 1Hz extends between roughly

250, for broad regions that are currently tectonically

active, and about 1000 for shields that have been

devoid of tectonic activity for a billion years or

more (Figure 18). Mitchell et al. (1997) explainedll
those observations as being due to variable volumes

of fluids in faulted, fractured, and permeable rock.

Fluids may enhance the rate of attenuation of seis-

mic waves either because the waves must expend

energy to push those fluids through permeable rock

as they propagate or they may traverse a region of

enhanced scattering that causes loss of wave energy

into the mantle. Figure 18 points to an evolutionary

process in which fluids are relatively abundant in

tectonically active regions due to their generation

by hydrothermal reactions at high temperatures.

With time, fluids are gradually lost, either by migra-

tion to the Earth’s surface or absorption due to

retrograde metamorphism. This process causes low

Q values early in the tectonic cycle and gradually

increasing values at later times as the fluids

dissipate.
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1.21.8 Conclusions

Much progress has been made in the last 10 years in
characterizing the lateral variations of attenuation in
the crust, especially under continents, and their rela-
tion to tectonics. Characterizing the nature and
distribution of attenuation deeper in the Earth still
remains a challenging subject, because of the persis-
tent difficulties in separating anelastic and scattering
effects, and the nonuniform sampling achieved with
available data.

Still, it is encouraging to see that there is now
consistency in the large-scale features of lateral var-
iations in Q in the upper 200 km of the mantle and
that accounting for focusing effects using a single
scattering approximation in present-day elastic 3-D
models is helpful, at least at the longest wavelengths.
It is still important to consider that, when the inver-
sion experiment is well designed, the unmodelled
scattering effects can be minimized, or even utilized
to constrain velocity models (e.g., Dalton and
Ekström, 2006b), but the consequence is that signifi-o
cant damping needs to be applied in the inversion for
lateral variations in Q. This results in large uncer-QQ
tainties (a factor of 2 or more) in the amplitudes of
lateral variations of Q, so that physical interpretationsQQ
of these models must remain tentative. On the other

hand, the spatial distribution of low- and high-Q
regions is, in general, more robust. Thus far, only
one research group has produced models of lateral
variations of Q � in the transition zone. While the
results are consistent within this group using differ-
ent methodologies (Romanowicz, 1995; Gung and
Romanowicz, 2004) and point to an intriguing corre-
lation with structure at the base of the mantle
(Romanowicz and Gung, 2002), these results need
to be confirmed by independent studies.

At the regional, uppermost mantle scale, a promis-
ing trend, made possible by improved data and
techniques, is to combine attenuation, velocity, and
other geophysical parameters to better constrain lat-
eral variations of temperature and composition. An
ambitious goal would be to do the same at the global,
and deeper, scale. Progress in laboratory experiments
on Q at seismic frequencies is just starting to provide
reliable mineral physics parameters on the behavior of
Q at depths down to the upper mantle low velocity
zone, so that joint inversions of seismic waveform data
for elastic and anelastic 3-D structure can be envisaged
(e.g., Cammarano and Romanowicz, 2006). The chal-
lenge here is in the nonlinearities introduced by the
exponential variation of Q with temperature, on the
one hand, and the variation in the position of mineral
phase changes depending on composition.

Important uncertainties remain in the characteriza-
tion of the 1-D profile of Q �QQ in the mantle. First and
foremost, explaining once and for all the discrepancy
between free oscillations and surface-wave measure-
ments, which has consequences for the value of Q �Q in
the transition zone. Because there are still unexplained
discrepancies between elastic models of the upper
mantle, and particularly the transition zone, produced
from seismic data on the one hand, and from mineral
physics data and computations, on the other (e.g.,
Cammarano et al., 2003), it is particularly importantll
to apply accurate anelastic corrections when interpret-
ing seismic velocity models in terms of composition.
The evidence for a maximum in Q �QQ in the lower
mantle, and therefore lower Q �Q at the base of the
mantle, is now clear, however, the location of this
maximum is not well constrained.

The presence of hemispherical variations in Q �

at the top of the inner core, the confirmation of
increasing Q with depth and of anisotropy in Q �

correlated with anisotropy in velocity are exciting
results that need further investigation, in particular
in the light of recent studies by Li and Cormier
(2002) favoring a scattering interpretation of
attenuation in the inner core.
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Figure 18 Qo for QLg
C at 1Hz vs time elapsed in selected

regions since themost recent episode of tectonic or orogenic

activity. A, The Andes; B, Basin and Range Province in the

western United States; C, Tethys region of convergence

between the Eurasian and African/Arabian/Indian plates; D,
The Arabian Peninsula; E, The East African Rift; F, The Rocky

Mountains; G, northeastern China; H, The eastem Altaid belt

in Eurasia; I, The Tasman Province in Australia; J, The Atlantic

Shield in South America; K, The African fold belts; L, The
portion of the North American Craton in the United States; M,

The Australian Craton; N, Eurasian Cratons; O, African

shields; P, The Brazilian shield; Q, The Indian shield. Adapted

fromMitchell BJ and Cong L (1998) Lg codaQ and its relation
to the structure and evolution of continents: A global

perspective. Pure and Applied Geophysics 153: 655–663.
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Finally, in the shallow Earth, it has been found over
the past three decades that crustal Q, as manifested byQQ
regional studies of body waves, Lg and Lg coda, varies
tremendously across contients, as well as in average
values of different continents. QoQQ for Lg coda varies
between about 150 and 1000 for features that can be
resolved at 1Hz frequency and the frequency depen-
dence of Lg coda Q varies between about 0.0 and 1.0.QQ
Most Q determinations at short periods in any region
appear to be governed, most prominently, by the time
that has elapsed since the most recent episode of
tectonic or orogenic activity there.
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